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INTRODUCTION

4

c- A Asia and the Pacific have become aware of the
1

adverscl ,ttt- ct :Ttpulation-related problems on development efforts
and. on LL-7 at c 's 'quality of life. Countries in the region have de-
velopeCeptlr, ,aducation.programmea as one intervention,strategy to
cope'wiv=k nc,,Th'nrikari,7ralatd problems. Population education programmes
in the Eorr- an,'2'ron-foxma1 education sectors have been launched.
However, imi,dau''ad still be done to improve the coherence and linkages
of such prograwies. Hefice,:this Regpinal Seminar.

0

Organizer

The Regional Seminar Lot theCeherence of Formal and Non- Formal
Population Education Programmet was organized by,the'Unesco Regional
Office for Education in Rata and the Pacific, with the Governmlnt of
India as generous'host, from A ta'23 May 1983 at BangalOrp, Indiay The
Seminar was-conVened'as part of the -activity envisioned in'the Unesca,
Project No R0474/SD.1/UNFPA Project PAS/74/P02'approVed for 1983.

Objectives

The main objectiVes of the Seminar were. (1) to share experiences
on'the-coherence and coordination* of formal'pOpulationeduqation prow-
grammes and non:-formal population education; and-.--(ii) tocp-operatively
design strategies for more efficiett And 'effective linkages among differ-

,
ent formal, and non-formal population education programmes and between
faxmal'andnonformal population. education progratmes.

.

It was expected that as a result of the Seminar, population edb-,
catfon.'could contribute much `more to the realization of'the popaation,
policies an the national development. goals of the countries participa-',.
tihg in the Regional SeMinar.

Participation

-Twentfour participants frbm Afghanistan,Bangladesh, China,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of
K re_ Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietam,took phrt in'the deliberations
of the Seminar. Four observers from WHO, IPPF, the Family Alarming
Association of India and the Department of Education in Tamil Nadui also
attended.- (See Annex I ,for-List of participants and Observers.)'

See operational definition of coherende and coordination on page 25.
4
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A 1

Preparation bf_the seminal-
4

,The Seminar was preceded by a Technical Working; Group uttbsisting
of three resource persons frod India, Pakistin and Thailand, which met
at the'Unes-vo Regional Office for Education in. Asia'-and the Pacific;
Bangkok, from 9 to 13 May 1983'. The Technical Working Group.,prepared
one of the working documents of the Seminar, entitled "Coherence and Co-
ordination of Formal'and Non-Formal Population Eddcation: Problems and
issues". The working paper consisted of four min parts, namely:
(i) introduction of the problem areas; (ii) .coherence and co-ordination
of-formal population education programmes; (iii) coherence and co-
-ordination of non-formal population education programmes; and (i0 co-'
herence and co-ordination between formal and non-formal population edu
cation programmes. ,

Inauguration of the seminar:

The Seminar was inaugurated by Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao, former` inister
for Education, Government of India,at 10:30 hours on 16 May 1983.
Dr. Rao stressed a- number of points, inter alia-that'- (1) the menance df
rising numbers or the alarming'rate of population growthis controllable;
(ii) 'increase of crime rates; alienation and social unrest are due to
increasing population pressurest-(iia faster rate'of population increase
in\the developing and least developed countries has aggravated economic
in4quality; (iv) minimum level of atandart.of living or certain level4
of developmdnt is a pre-requisite.to population growth stabilization;
and (v) while population education can contribute_to the solution of
population problems it should be positive not negative in approach, i.e.
it,should.be persuasive not coercive:

During the inaugural programMe, Sri' V.' Krishna Setty, Director of
Public Instruction, Bangalore, welcomed the participant A message from
Mr. Raja Roy Singh, Asgistant Director-General, Unesco Regional Office
for Education in Asia and. thePacifin was delivered by Dr. Leonardo de
la Cruz, Regional Adviser on Population Education who also Aclivered 'a
brief introduction._ (See Anne4es II and III

Dr. S.K. Tureja, Director,
Delhi, deliv-red the vote of thanks.

Election- of

ectorate of Adult Education, New

The following were elected _officers of the Seminar:'

Tuta4- Chairman

,,

Mrs: Rosa C: Mendoza Vice-Chairman

(Philippines) -

Mrs. Rukhsana. Hamidi Vice-Chairman
"e(Pakistan)

Miss,Dong Sun Park
(Republic of Korea)

Rapporteur



Introduction

eta .

The Seminar reviewed experiences with special reference to.co-
herence dhd co-ordination of population education.programmes based on
the country reports, presented. by the participants._ The Seminar dis-
cussed the problems and issues of the coherence and co-ordination of
separate formal or non-formal population education prOgrammes; and be-
tween'-formal and non- formal population edUcation programes based on the
working document prepared by the Technical Working Group. Toallow for
detailed deliberations of innovative strategies for more efficient and
effective coherence and co- ordination of population education programmes,
two working groups were constituted; one.devoting.attention to formal
population education and the other to non-formal population education.
The two working groups elected the following officeys:

Group A.:- formal_Ropulationeducation

Mrs.-Rosa C. Mendoza
(Philippines)

MisstTaksiah ShamsiAh bte.
Moh4. Shahar
aLaysia),

Crou Non- formal

Mrs. Rukhsana Hamidi
(Paktstan)

Mr. W.M.D .I. Wijeyamanne
(Sri Lanka)

(See'Annx V:for -he Agend

Closing programme
. -

The Seminar held its closing programme at 11:00 hours on 23 May-
f1.983, With Dr. T.N. Dhar, as themaid6eaker.- The,Chairman and other
officers of the Seminar, as well as 'of ,the participants made brief
remarks.

. -

Chairman

Rapporteur

on education

.Chai an

Rtappvrteur

the Seminar.



Chapter One

COUNTRY EgPERIENCES ON THE COHERENCE OF
FORMAL AND NON-FORMAL POPULATION EDUCATION:

A SUIIMARY

Population education programmes in mans' countries in Asia andthe Pacific are now fully operational. Invariably, population educationis now part of formal and non - formal, education in these countries.

The participants from. Afghanistan Bangladesh, People's Republicof China", India, Indonesia,
Malaysia,-Nepil,'Pakistan,;Philippines,

Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka,'Thailand and the Socialist Republic of'Viet Nam presented their country experiences in-formal and non-formalToptilation education, with sptcial reference to coherence and co-
ordination of these programmes.

Belo -re.the.highlights of the report froth each of the cou
represented in the Seminar.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF AFGHANISTAN

Afghanistan has a very high Illiteracy race. Only about.23.5,percent of the total population are literate. Seventy-three per cent of
school age children are'not attending school, I is for this reason'_
chat .a General. Agency for Literacy-Campaign (GAL C) has been created atthe Ministry of Education.

Population educatioft'contents -e integrated in six programmes
GALC, namely: (0, General Literacy Programme; (ii) Women's Programme;
i)=Agriculture and Co- operatives Programme; (iv)` Complementary

_.Educat,iou Programme; (v) Out-of-School Children Programme; and
(vi) Follow -up Materials Programme.

The integrated populatibn education curricOla which was prepared
in a 1982 curriculum and materials development workshop.isi yet to be ela.
borated on_to.enscre coherence of popUlation contents among these six
programmes atGALC..

There are_ also many government, and non-government organizations
with information, educatiOn'and communication or non-fOrmal population
education components in their family planning programmes, particularly,
the Family GuidanceAssociation, the Ministrxwof Agriculture,. the Ministry
of Defence, Ministry of Health, the ,Ministry of Information, etc. There 1is a need tO'co-ordinate the non-formal population edudation activities, ofthese organizations. It is proposed that the UNFk and Unesco suppOrted
project, 'Family Health and Family Life Education throughMass Education'



tagies for population educati

will be the rallying point foi'the development of nonformal population

education materials to be used by all these organizations. The project

will alsetrain key personnel ononon7formal population education tp
help ensure coherence and co-ordination of programmes thi-oughoyt the

country.-

- In Afghanistan, the need for coherence-and. coordination between
rmal and non-formal population, education does not arise as population

education has yet to be introduced in the formal school system.

BANGLADESH
6

The Second - Five -Year Plan, 1980 -1985, recognized th
the Poi1AAtion problem. The Ministry of Education has been
introduce population educati6hin the formal school system.
different ministries and divisions, other than thernistry
are offering nbn- formal population education progratmes.

Formal. education

-urgency of
urged to
Likewise,
of-Education,

-The formal population education programme.is mainly handled by
the Ministry of ElUeation, while_, the non - formal population education
programmes are organized by different government, non-government, and

voluntary organizations.

Co-ordination that now exists among the different -units within the
Education-Ministry, i.e. Curriculum Development Centre,,Textbook Board,

Teacher Training Institutions, Inspegtion, Supervision and Administration_
and between training and actual classroom teaching needs to be strengthenid.

- The National Population Education Programme is rea4hing schools
and colleges (both government and private) and lately the Madrasha.

schools. Since the Madrasha schools will be using the textbeeks'ilsed in

:general schools-which:already include popylation.education content;

there is a need to strengthen the training of the teachers of_Madrasha

schools.
4

In Bangladesh, at_present there are full-time District Population
EducationOfficers'(DPEO's) in every district of the country, who help

facilitate coherence and'co7ordination of population education activities

from the central down to the district. and school levels. However, limited

travel funds sometimes preventtheb from moetoming-effectiyely actual

teaching of population'educdtion in thd,schools. More active involve

meat of the existing InspeCting Officers and Teacher Training Institutions
could_furtherimprove the coherence and co-ordination situation:

rmal educat

Sihde there 'tie several government.and.nongovernment Organize-
-

arms implementing non-formal population edoldafton programmes, inter-

,sectoral co-ordination hasbacome a probleM.- These agencies have their

own priorities' -and areas of.emphasig-wleh special referenceto their



Country experiences

own programme thrusts. At present co-ordination exists at the higher
levels but-More co-ordination is needed at the grass-roots level.

,

There is rio clear cut coherence in content and methodologies
used by different agencieS. Each organization has ips own strategy'of
implementation.- Irhere_is little linkage among non-formal population
education projects even within a single organization.

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

In China, planned control of population growth ieconsidered as
the most important step towards attaining ,the country's,fOur'moderniz-
ations, I.e. industry, agriculture, science and technology dnd national
defence ro help carry out the population policy and for the Ministry_
of Education to contribute to national development-efforts- students in
secondary schools, otherwise known as middle schools:. are taught popula-,
tion education.

Formaleducation

Coherence of population education in the formal educationsYstem
is a-problem in view of the fact that only ten pedagogical institutes
(dut of about 30) and ten middle schools (out of about 100,000) were in=
volved in piloting the population-education programme' from 1980 to 1982.
Only about 8,000 teachers have-been provided systematic training in
population education from 1980 to 1982.. Despite this, all laitdle schools
implementing the new 6 -year curriculum are required to teach population
education. Since teachers have not been trained, there is lack of co-
herence in the content and methodologies used.

The,lackof training/teaching and student materials is `one of
the main'reasons for the,-Iack-of.coherence in the content of population
education being taught in different pedagogical institutes (teacher
training colleges) and middle sebools. :In middle schools,:Where the ma-a
terials developed by the nationalproject are available,.a broader view
of population education, i.e. beyond' ily planning and birth control
is taught.

In addition to-a separate subject in-population education offered
in be middle school;p, population content issaleointegrated with ottier
subjects, namely geography,, physiology and-hygiene, biology, and politi-
-cal.'stUdies.' Howetret., in the absence of a'scope and sequence in. popula-
tion education, Coherenceof.voptilation messages'is a problem. It is
planned to develop-a. comprehensivdpopulation education curriculum in
the near future:-

'Non - formal" education
lir--

Non-formal population education is being done_by- he-:.:State Family
Planning Committee via films in movie houses-television,- radio broad
casts, and the barefoot docto'rs.: Many of these activities'provide, in-
foimation, educationand communication owTaMily planning and birth
.control-.

10'



Strategies for population education

rms.l and non-formal education

Coherence and co-ordination between the formal and non-fotmaD'
education programmes is not a serious problem. The contents of formal
and non-formal populatien edgcatIon ptogrammes cover, amily planning

and population control. The fact that population education in middle
schools has recently been broadened. to indlude quality of. life theme: ,

while non-formal population education remains focused -0n1y on family

planning and birth control' ensures complemantarity .

Perhaps,- a unique feature of population education,in China is
the fact that middle school students who learn population education are f
expected to undertake social investigations (research) on population
problems in their communes (communities) as well as to teach their fam
ily members-, telatiVes and neighbours- -Some schools have become propa-'
ganda centres for family planning. Exhibition' halls and rooms on popu-
lation education organized by schools are. also open to the community.

The pedagogical institutds of various. provinces and municipali
ties which are responsible for``. training middle school_ population educa-
tion teachers, also undertake the training of family planning cadres.
In some provinces and municipalities, training. classes are held indepen-
dently for full-time family planning dadresr,.or they are allowed`. to
attend teacher-training classes. Some population specialists in univer-
sities are often asked to give: lectures in-teacher training, classes
Teacher training on population education in schools also gets support -

from other related department outside the schools. Some pedagogical
institutes. also invite faMily planning cadres or cadres engaged in,such.,

work to give lectures which stress demographic policy-and the country's

population situation:

INDIA

Formal education

AlthoughIndia has A population policy declaration pf 1969, it-

is yet to have a national population education policy. There has been,

of late, a growing realization about the need::_ferthssaMaiand the ,

government policies have been clearly supportive, but in its absence,

full commitment or-interestnin population education programmes, of impor

-taa public functionaries is not ensured; ,This has also rgsuitpd in
lack of o-ordination among different agencies and individuals engaged

in population education prpgrammes.

Family planning has been an officidl,programme since 1951 and.

emphasized in the entire planning procdss.of the country; The programmes

of the Ministry of Health and-the mass media advo,cate one or the other

method of, family planning- As a sequel to this, 'population education
tends' -to be equated with family planning by many people, More's°, as new

innovative themes orLoappulation education are Ot to be developed...



Country experiences

-
A N4ticinal:Population Education Project which-was launched: in

April 1980, is being implemented in three'phases and at present reaches.
95 per cent of the formal school-going.populalion( It is expected =to :.
cover the entire formal,school syeteM by al-March 1985. The projeet.was.

,launchedAafter the NCERT had developed curricula, andicula materialsaneraining
-methodoleaps f r but_ding population education components ire, the school
ceirriculum, fo g the decreion that population education was to be

04, integrated thaugh the existing school curricula without making it an
additional su ject. The University Grants Commission also circulated a
package of 14 lectures on population education to:be delivered to uni-
versity students in an apOropriate manner. However, no study has:so:
fdr been made-to evaluate the scope and sequence of the content of popu-
lation education-in the school curriculum nor has any study been done to
test or evaluate its.coherence.

Non-formal education

The vast majority of people are outside the university or ord,
school system. Until recently,anly family planning education. was being
imparted batht,Wgovernmental agencies and voluntary socialorganizations.
These agencia-compete adonethemselvesfor distribution of limited hu-
man,and financial resources in the country and sometimes they,aperate
within the same geographical area or cover the same target audiences.
This overlapping has caused wastage of resources,in certain cases, while
plans needing substantial funding eliminate some smaller organizations
with good programmes buta. limited.budget-thereby.causing.them to .become
discouraged.

Although there is a National-Steering Committee, which hwrepre-
.

sentatives-from hdifferent departments and voluntary'agencies engaged,in
the population 0d-cation programme,and similar, bodies at the -State level,
there id-no ne4al ministry or department whidh has been oharged_with
the reSpOnsibiity of ensuring co-ordination and coherefice-betwedn the

There is also, therefore, no mechanism to ensure
intra-sectoral co-ordination.

Efforts have been made by the Directorate of-dtdult Education to
develop conceptual clarity of the issues-involved in linking population
education with adult education programmes. Training methodology has been
given at various levels to enabl'pepniation education to be integrated
with adult education. .jhese.efforts,have only been occasional and the
materials developed have not been the,resultof a'common approach. to con-
tent objectives and methodologies. In view of the magnitude of the_

problem of adult illiteracy in the country, thei. different languagesin-
volved and the 'leek of resources:And trained-personnel, this problem has
assumed 'Acute proportions.'

Formal and non-formal education

The source for funding'the'formal ,and non-formal population edu-
cation-programmes is the same. This- puts a great burden On:limited re
sources, whidh adversely affects co-ordination between these sectors.



S tee$ for popula-ion educa_

There is no information about what is being done by different agencies
in the field of materials preparation or what is available that can be
used for the mutual benefit of all. A system to multiply and distribute
visual materials of common use for formal and non-formal population edu-
cation system does not exist.

Research and evaluatiOn of the efficacy and efficiency of popula-
tion education programmes has not been initiated so far. Such studies
are bound to facilitate coherence and co- ordination of these programmes.
0

INDONESIA

The country has well defined population and population education
_

policies whiCh form the bases for the overall objectives of population
education.

Formal education

copulation education is mainly implemented to serve the public
schools (government schools) in terms of materials development and train-
ing of teachers. However, more than 50 per cent of schools are private
schools and only a very small number have a population education pro-
gramme.

In addition to the population education projects at the Ministry
of Education, projects have been launched in the subsidiary schools of

'Indonesia, such as the schools administered by the Department of
Religion; Council of Churches; Muhammadiyah; and the Armed Forces.
However, each project is-developing its own curricular materials and
training teachers for their respective schools. Research and evaluation
in population education have been conducted by various institutions and
projects. However, the results are not properly shared and utilized for
improVing or developing new approaches largely because of lack of inter
prOject co7ordination. There is a felt need for an institution which
would compile, analyse and disseminate the, results of the researches
and evaluation studies to the relevant implementing units.

/
oral education

.A number of government, non-goverhment and voluntary organizations
e involved in non-formal population education. Their programes and

activities are co-ordinated by the National Family Planning,Co-ordinating
Board (BKKBN). However BKKBN is also implementing population programmes,
hence the need to clarify the role and functions of the co-ordinating
agency.

1441-

Invariably, many agencies implementing non-formal population edu-
cation programmes reach he same geographical area and target groups,
hence the problem of_ overlapping of services and the consequent wastage
Of limited resources. Very often too, the'target audience gets confused
because of the inconsistent population edutatiOn messages from different -
organizations.

10
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rrl and non-formal education

Co-ordination of formal and non-formal population education is
often easy to do at the highest level, but not at the grass-roots level.
The activities of school teachers and field workers teaching population
education are nco- ordinated.

In the,face of limited financial resources, there is strong com-
petition between organizations in getting funds for their programmes.
This competition could perhaps:be minimized if the'different organizations
involved in both the formal and non-formal areas could share and exchange
materials- expertise and other facilities.

MALAYS IA

Formal education

It has been found that the infusion strategy substitution of-
examples approach has not -been very satisfactory as it did not appear in
the syllabus. Teachers did not feel sufficiently committed to teach
populatiorr-ispects because of this. It was, therefore,-decidad to develop-
a scope and sequence in popillation education from which to draw population
content to be integrated in the syllabuses of different subjects.
However, as the oialabused'of different subjects are not revised at the
sometime, the integration in some subjects lags behind and this creates
gaps in the population educaLion message.

10.

Although the Population Education Unit is a part of the Curricu-
lum Development Centre (CDC), Ministry of Education, co-ordination with
the other subject departments is asoroblem. The strategy thus used to
overcome this problem is 01 seek representation or membership on appro-
priate subject syllabus committees. ,.However, those who frame the sylla-
bus are not the one's to write the textbooks, hence the need to establish
lines of communication with, and to give seminars to textbook writers and
publishers.

Non - formal education

Since non-formal population education programmes=are being imple-
mented by various government, semi-government and voluntary organizations;_
within the same geographical area, overlapping of-services is a problem
In many instances, they cover the same target audiences. These agencies
compete in-obtaining funds. -Moreover, visits by different ageOpy per-
sonnel with the same or, oimilar messages have-irritated the target
audience.

Different-agencies in diffOrent sectors engaged in implementing
non-formal population programmes, design activities for developing their-
own training and teaching learning materials, use of media, personnel
trairling and research and evaluation studies. There is hardly any effec-
tivemechaniam to co-ordinate inter-agency activities for sharing.ma-
terials, equipment, training facilities, trained manpower and research

11
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findings, which could enhance more effective implementati of the
country's non-formal population education programmes.

It is generallecognized that continuous training in popula-
tion education and extension techniques should be given to all categories
of workers in order to increase and maintain their knowlefge and the com-
mitment of the field personnel to integrate population education into
their activities.

Formal and non-formal education

The CDC has very-little information ahn'it the latest research
findings on the local population situation. It might be a good idea to
provide a System of dissemination and retrieval of information and re-
- search results to overcome the problem. Perhaps the linkages existing
in the Malaysian National Population Information Network system could be
strengthened to allow for information flow from the University and other
offices engaged in demographic research and - population studies.

There are a number of strategies that are used and planned to en-
hance linkages between formal and non -formal population education. At

the national level, the various population education programmes are
linked through the-National Family Planning Board (NFPB). This is carried==
out through a_steering committee whose membership is made up of represen-,
tatives of all organizations implementing population projects. The NFPB

also_co-ordinates formal and non - formal population education progratTms.
The information regarding the .progress rif each programme is-sent to the

NFPB in the form of quarterly and half yearly deports. This helps the
steering committee to monitor-the progress of the different components
of the national population programmes. -Regular meeting's are held for all
Project Directors to look into the,areas of'planning and co-ordination.
regatding personnel, training and development of curricular materials.
Opportunities for linkages between and among the formal and non-formal
population education programmes are ample in terms of exchange of exper-

tise, in training, and curriculum and materials development.

NEPAL

To implement-its population policy, which has become a component
of Nepal's Five Year Plans,, many population programmes, including,popula-
tion edudation have been-launched. -Some major problems of coherence and
co-ordination are being faced and are briefly discussed beloW.

Formal education

According to the national population policy, the Ministry of
Education and Culture (MOEC) is responsible for determining population

% educatidh policies and objectives. There has not been any serious prob-
lem of coherence and co-ordination in this regard. Sufficient interest

In population education specially for school level and higher education

has been created in the MOEC and Tribhuvan University.

12
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The population education project of the MOEC is implemented by
four offices namely the Curriculum, Textbook, Supervision Development
Centre (CTSDC), MOEC; Adult Education Division, MOEC; Institute of
Education (10E), Tribhuvan University; and the Curriculum D'evelopment
Centre (CDC), Tribhuvan University. However, there is no fdll-time
overall director of the project who could ensure coherence and co-
ordination of all the population education activities of these implemen-
ting units.-

While the project document clearly spells out the area of res-
ponsibilities of each of the implementing units working in isolation
is not condudive to''efficient and effective impl mentation of the pro-.
gramme. Tliezz is a need for closer collaborati n, for instance, between
CTSDC (which develops the. curriculum and materi is and provides in-service
teacher training) with the IOE (which provides ire service training_of
teachers).)

In the face of limited resources, there is a need for collabora-
tive efforts in the development of materials. There is a need to share
the expertise in population education, where there may be more in one
implementing unit than-pthers. For instance, IOE and CDC will soon have
an expert each with a masters degree in population education. Their
services should be made use of by the other implementing units.

The comprehensive curriculum covering the formal education systev
(primary, lower secondary and secondary), teacher education and higher
education developed at a workshop in 1981 has yet to be tested rigorously
for coherence. In non-formal population education, integrated curricula
has been started, but is still quite inadequate.

There are so many non-formal population education projects; for
example; those in the MOEC, Ministry of Agriculture, Labour, Panchayat
and Local Development Social Welfare; Women's Programme, etc. =However,
there is very inadequate co-ordination; with the result that there is-an
unnecessary duplication of services and consequent wastage of'limited_'
resources. In addition,- the messages of the non-formal population educa-
tion programmes are often incoherent, if not inconsistent, which tend to
confuse the target audience.

A Commission on Population has, however, been set-up to ,-,effect
coherence and co-ordination of population prograthmes. However, there is
a need for a co-ordinating mechanism at the middle and grass-roots
levels, as well.

PAKISTAN

Formal education

There is a felt need for a e1,16: statement on population educa-
tion in the government's education policy. The Presidential directive
to all government departments to support the population welfare programmea
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is a major step In this direction. It is also generally -recognized that
commitment needs to be institutionalized at all levels, ensufing that the
approved policy of the government is implemented, specially by senior
government officials. So far, all-the initiatives in terms of formal
population education have been taken by the-Population Division. Coher-
ence within the formal population education programme will only be possi-
ble once it is institutionalized with the establis4ment of the unit for
population edueation_within the Ministry of Education. Fortunately, the
proposal for the unit for population education has been approved.

Those major concepts of population that are relevant to:specific
,subjects and age groups have been included Ut the primary leyel; but have
not been systematically developed at the higher levels. In-response to
this problem, a population-related curricula has been developed wits texts
for the middle and secondary stages which constitute a core component of
the present-national population education project of the Population Welfare
Division. Very-often peckgrammes initiated and executed at'the'provincial
level need federal approval for finalization (e:g. revision/changes in
textbooks) and this can cause delay. It-is hoped that the proposed unit
for population education will prevent bottlenecks and delays in provamm e
implementation.

Development of curricula for.the,various subjects is a federal
activity while the development of texts is'- undertaken through the
Provincial Textbook Boards. Very often the population education con -,
cepts identified in the texts fail-to find effective/adequate expression
in the textbooks. To cope with this problem, the National Population
Education Project of the Population Welfare Division envisages (i) in-
volvement of textbook writers in the process of curriculum revision/
development; and (ii) orientation in population education of the
',textbook writers.

Thee is a need fora trained cadre o educational administrators,
master trainers and teachers to ensure functio 1 coherence of the popu.

lation-education concepts and the academic conte Envisioned are the
training of -master trainers and teachers through w kshops in population
education; the training of teachers'through correspondence course; and
the orientation of headmasters, education officers and Other key personnel.
There is paucity of instructional materials for teachers in the coherence
of population education concepts and the contents of the subject areas.
&number of activities are, therefore, proposed such as (i) revision of
exisfing teachers guides on population education for-primary teachers;
(ii) development of guides formiddlit-and secondary teachers; and
(iii) development ofteaching kits and audio-visual Aids*.

Non-formal education---
There is no stated national policy on the place of population

education in all non-formal population education programmes. Similar

policy mandates are needed from those heading development programmes
with a non-formal education component.
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Interest and commitment is lacking, as is awarener of the fole
and importance of population education by the decision -mar: _s and key
personnel. There is a need for orientatice programmes for administrators
planners and key personnel of non-formal education programmes. The lack
of inter-seetoral co-ordination at both planning and implementation
Gtages between the myriad agencies conducting non-formal education pro-
grammes, leads to duplication and wastage of resofirce-S. Co-ordinating
mechanisms are required at the national, intermediate and grass-roots
levels. For instance, a Literacy and Mass Education Commission has been
constituted to co-ordinate the literacy programmes 8f all agencies with
literacy councils in the provinces; sector on non-formal education has
been established in the Ministry of Education; and'at the grass-roots
level, the 1,250 Family Welfare Centres, with their strong component
of population education, serve as the co-ordinating mechanism for all
agencies conducting population education programmes through non-formal
education.

There is i lack of trained trainers and teachers who will ensu
the practical coherence of population education with the ongoing non-
formal education programme. Among the strategies to cope with this prob-
lem are the training of various categories of master trainers, supervi-
sors, facilitators, teachers of the literacy and Mass Education Commission
(with a strong component of population education) and development of
training manuals emphasizing the linkagesbetWeen methodologies - of the
population education contents and the non-formal education content.

There is obvious diffidence on the part of departments I agen-
cies with non-for ma:1 education programmes toinclude population educltion
as it is viewed as synonymous with_family planning edueatiot-Cor sex edu-
cet.ion. There are socio-cultural constraints to a prescriptive approach
to population education. Among the strategigs proposed to overcome this
problem are:- (i) orientation of administrators and field personnel of
other agencies/departments by the Population Welfare_ Division; (ii) ret-
peated emphasis on population education as related tothe broad 'quality
of life' themes; and (iii)= involvement of concerned agenaiesrigh from
the planning stage.

There is the: difficulty in materials development in. which the
population education component and Ihe special needs/inputs of specific
non-formal education programmes merge naturally_and effectively into an
integrated whole. Co-ordination in terms of sharing the materials of the
various non-formal education programmes of different agencies which have
a population education component is also a problem. -

-Formal and non - formal education

Some level of-coherence has been achie\red thro gh the National
Population Education Project of the Population Welfare Division which
has both formal and non-formal components and,in.some_ereas, a combina-
,tion of both components (e.g. training of teachers in population eduea-

. Lion throUgh correspondence courses). -Both projects -are under one
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Directorate. Nevertheless, serious problems of establishing viable
linkages remain related to the following areas:

1. PoLicy statements backed with commitment on-the need t-
relate formal and non-formal population education.

'2. Competition for financial
which both programmes are

3. Absence to7 common content
by both programmes.

resources by the.agenpies through
to be filtered.

and materials which may be used

4. Absence of adequate-personnel with a background of both .

formal and non-formal-population education. Where such
a combined expertise is'available, the individuals are
often given jobs totally removed from their spheres of
specialization in population education.

5. Lack of exchange of Information Ao materials among the
arioas agencies conducting formal and non-forMal population
education programmes,

Absence of.audioVisual'Materials in sufficient quantities
to-constitue an effective link between formal and non-forrgal
population education.

PHILIPPINES

The shift in the orientation of the national population pto-
gramme's ultimate-goal from fertility reduction to that of family and

national velfare is reflected in -the changing focus of the long-range
goal of the population education prograM'ne of the. Ministry of Education,

Culture and Sports. Population education is viewed as the education
sector's contribution to thl realization of individual, family, community
and national welfare.

Formal education .

Although the Population Education Progrmme (PEP),, of the Ministry
of Education had developed a scope 4Ad sequence of populationeducation
'content for the elementary and eecbudary levels,grade-wise and subject
wise,, not all the identified content could be Included in the 'teachees

guides developed for social studies, health, science, home'economIcs and
mathematics since population ednchtion is only.integrated in these sub-

ject areas. Hence, articulation suffers both by subject and grade;

Self - learning units and supplementary readers were developed to
overcome:this problem. In addition, a separate elective.. course in popu-
lation education for high school students has been instituted.

Since the population education unit isnot part of the curriculum

divisions and centres of the Eddcation Ministry, there is insufficient

co-ordination between it and the curriculum framers and textbook writers.

Another reason why the population education concepts identified by PEP
0
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are not all found in the curricula and textbooks is the fact that there
are so many concepts proposed for inclusion. In addition, most of the
curriculum and textbook writers do not have an adequate background in
population education. A number of strategies have been tried to over-
come this problem, such as the creation of a task force for the insti-
tutionalization-of population education in the three levels of the for-
mal school system composed of the heads of the curriculum divisions of
the Bureaus of Elementary, Secondary and Higher EdGcation, the heads of
the Planning Service and the Textbook Board Secretariat Tne task force
has oeen organized to facilitate the integration of sufficient popula-
tion education concepts in the curricula and textbooks of the three
levels. The PEP is in the process of4dentifying only the minimum but
vital population education concepts by =grade and subject so that these --
can easily be integrated in the,curricula and textbooks at the elemen-
tary and secondary levels. The PEP is preparing for the orientation of
the-textbook writers of private publishers, who prepare-the bulk of-'
textbooks `for schools. The PEP has also prepared a 3-unit course in
'population education.

Although training in population education by PEP is open foie
both public and private schools,- only a limited number of private schools
have taken advantage of -it.- The reasons are two-fold: (i) private
school teachers cannot attend training for a prolonged period of time;
and (ii) administrators of Catholic privare schools consider population
education as family planning and, therefore, do not accept it for reli-
gious reasons. To overcome this problem, consultative conferences with
private school heads have been held, and workshops have been conducted
with private school participation to adapt the PEP teacher's guides to
the needs and thrusts of the private schools.

The lack of-systematic monitoring of the programte after it has
been launched and implemented has resulted in the discontinuance of
population education instruction by a great number of trained teachers.
To remedy this problem, a workshort on'monitoring and evaluating the
population education programme has been conducted by.the PEP with the -
participation of regional population education co-ordinators to develop
monitoring and evaluation designs and instruments.

Non-formal education

More than 100 agencies, both government and=non-government, are
now involved in the national popUI#:ti2n programmes of the country. Their
programmes often overlap resulting in 'client grabbing' and competition
for resources provided by funding agencies. In view of this problem, the
Cbmmiosion on Population (POPCOM), the overall gnirernment co-ordinating_
body in the Philippines, -has created six task forces at the national'and
regional levels addressed to: (i) pre-schoolers; (ii) in-school youth
and oat-of-school youth; ,(iii).pre-marriage couples of reproductive
age; (iv) influentials (politidians, programme planners and decision
makers and community leaders); and (v) programme professionals and
workers, to avoid duplication of services and clientele.
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A great nuthber of Informatiom,EthAca-lion and Communication (IEC)
materials have-been prepared by the differemlt agencies add an equally
big number of personnel have been. trained wh- can serve as resource per-
sons, yet they have not been fully utilized 717,y other agencies due to lack
of knowledge and the absence of co-ordinatiomri among the agencies. Itp

overcome this problem, a directory ofmsoure eersons in population
education-andpathily_pianning has beemprepa---ed b'y'one organization and
distributed to-agencies carrying outpp-nlatriLon work, and an inventory
of existing IEC materials will be-daltmlxped,,.=.0d disseminated to all
participating agencies.

All too often, the messages connunicted by different ageAcies
vary_inemphasis and ,...ven sometimes conflict with each other, thereby
minimizing their reim-ircing effects andeffrNetiveness to achieve the
goals of the national population progvame. In consultation with partner
and participating agencies, POPCOM hamdevell=sped standard population
messages and provided copies of-the same to-P.11 agencies involved in the
national-population programme.

In many instances, agreements reaches. by the top co-ordinating
body are not made operational because they_ a not communicated to the
implementing levels. To obviate thisproblen=x, POPCOM prrpares drafts of
=memoranda of agreements reached at the top fc=Dx- the approval and signature
of the ministers of concerned ministries and mnubsequept circulation to
thei people down the organizational level.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Formal education

In the Republic of Korea, fottalpopucaation education is infused
in various school subjects from gradelVto gz.lrade XII. Each 'spool=
subject has a set of population concepts to izategrate in its own syllabus
andstextbook. -Thee population concepts -drawn from a well-prepared
scope and sequence. Therefore, in the ease s abject from lower to higher
level, coherence of population edUcation'cont*eant has been ensured.
However, linkage or-consistency problembetw..imeen_subjects exist. Since
each.subjedt has its awn thrusts and priorities, much population educa-
tion content is not accommod4ted, and the ov,..imarlapping of pdpulation,
content is inevitable. This problem maybe cl-xue to misconcptions of ktt'
concept, objectives and scope of population education.

There is a greater problem in mumda73ry school teacher' education
-than elementary, because the elementaryschoo I teachers are graduates of
teacher training colleges where population edmicaticin programme is a part
of the pre-service education curriculum, Secc=?ndary school-teachers are
educated through three channels namely;matiovmal colleges of education,
.private colleges of education and teacher eduation courses at univers4Ay
which in general do not include population edvLication in the curricula.
Population education in higher educatio04as 7A_Introduced in several de-
monstrative college programmes, where mhl silabuses in population
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education for colleges of education were developed-but many secondary
teachers still graduate from teacher training collegesand institutions
whtc do not offer population education.

In order to successfully carry out formal population education,
especially at the secondary school--level, there is a need for co-
ordination between colleges of education, teacher training institutions
and the government agency responsible for prescribing curricula for
secondary teacher training institutions..

Non - formal education

In accordance with the new population,pplicy, all training
courses of government employees, militaTy units- and government-related
corporations and organizations are instiucted to include populetion_edu-r-
cation components into their curricula. Due to the absence of popula-
tion education curriculum development functions and the'co-ordinating
functions within the government frameworki and within those organizations,
all the concerned institutes and offices made a request.that the Planned
Parenthood Federation of the Republic of Korea (PPFK) provide them with
population education content to be used in the training courses, thus,
entrusting an added responsibility to PPFK to perform a co-ordinating
role in addition to its initial materials development and training func-
tions. The PPFK actively utilizes its Information, Education and
Communication sub - committee, composed of experts from various fields,
to develop and co-ordinate non-formal population education programmes
effectively. .There arises, therefore; a need to strengthening this
unit of PPFK to do justice to its co-ordinating function.

Sex education'

i. Sex-education is a part of population education programmes. The

11

rapid economic g -th and ensuing industrialization and urbanization in
the-country has aced a new population group, the in
induatrids. Bei1 away from home and patents, they are tempted to lead
misguided lives in terms of boy and girl xdletionships. Pre-marital
pregnancy often results dbe to ignorance a-pout physiology.and sexuality.

Sex education materials tailored to the needs of these young
workers are mainly developed by the PPFK and partly by some big indus-
tries in response to the demand for such materials. Those sex education
materials produced by non-formal sectors tend to be liberal and 'cure'
oriented. Guidelines foi sex education materials:development are not
provided in the non-formal education sectors. There is no coherence in
terms of direction and philosophical'ethics of the sex education ma-
terials developed and disseminated by different organizations.

- The Ministry of Education, realizing the need for sex education
fromthe primary` -and seconder* school levels, recently developed guide-
lines in sex education for-textbooks in various levels (primary, middle
and higb school)i There is, therefore, an urgent need for the co-
ordination and coherence between formal sex education and non-formal
sex education.
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SRI LANKA

Sri Lanka links its in-- school and out=of-school population edu-
catiofi programmes tip national development efforts. The programmes are
seen as a complement to family planning both of which are designed to
help realize the country's population policy.

Formal education

The absence of inter- _ and commitment t6- population education
among top policy and decision makers in thellinistry'of Education was -

perhaps one ,of the factors contributing to-theinacti;iity of thepopula-
tion education programme of the country for about three years. The
project has now been revived.

It is planned that-population content will be integrated -only in
'science-and social studies :(instead of five subjects). There is,
therefore, an urgent need for-the PopUlation Education Unit' to co-ordinate
with those officials responsible-for preparing curriculum and materials,
for social studies and science, and to trailt in-service advisers (super-
visors) in these disciplines so that they can effectNtely trainteachers
in their respective jurisdiction.

In-service. training is, of course, an ad hoh arrangement. There

is an urgent need to introdude populationmducation in the pre-service
education of teachers and co- ordinate th work of curriculum and textbook
writers and instructors and lecturers in escher training colleges in
social studies and science. -

Non-formal education

Sri Lanka, with a clear -cut government population policy,has had
a very comprehensive programme of population and family planning,education
implemented by governmental, non - governmental' and voluntary agencies in
the non-formal-section since early 1970s. The non-formal sector is a
most crucial sector in the field of population in any country.

There is a cor of. well-trained education inst ctowanteservice
delivery personnel. T _e planning and implementation of actOWIties by
various agencies are centrally supervised and co-ordinated b' a National
Population Committee with representatives from all concerned 'agenci- and

experts in the field of populatibn and family planning, based in the

Ministry of Pran Itplementation. It is assisted by District popviation=
Committees, which include representatives from concerned agencies parti-_
cipatettin by experts. The activities are again subjected to-periodical '
reviews by a Tripartite ,Revrew Committee in which repredentative of the

agencies and the expert: participate.

.
The Worti Fertility Sbrvey has estim4Zed the awareness in the

non-formal secto SrIPLanka to be as high as' -91 per-cent but practice
lags behind at 41 per cent which certainly needs bridging through sua-
tained efforts
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The success of the population and fatally pl_raning programmes, is
largely due to the financial assistance end technical advice of several
UN and foreign agencies which it not now available t c, the- extent that it
used to be. To achieve the desired goals of the national population po-
licy, the momentum -created in the past must be sustained and the conti-
nuity of activities must he ensured, for valiOsuffi dent --financial re-
sources should be made available. With the Covernmet's very high com-
mitment towards massive economic development projects like Mahaveli and
Victoria, it has become extremely difficult t ® set aide sufficient fundsto sustain the tempo and continuity of the pc3pulotio> and family planning
activities so far carried out. It has there,Pae became imperative to
look for financial assistance from foreign agencies concerned with popu-
lation and family planning activities until Sri Lanit... is able to stand
on its own.

THAI ID

Thailand has clear-cut population and popula=lon education poli-
cies. It also has a national population «education ct=mmittee consistingof representatives from various departments of. the Kr_nistry of Education
(MOE) involved in population education (Curriculum ar.d Instruction
Development, Teacher-Education, Non-Formal Education) , Kasetsarr Univer-
sity, Ministry of Agriculture and the DepartMent of l ..abour.

Formal education

When the MOE decided to revamp its cotriculurtre, the broad view of
population-related problems was conceived as theinaia foci of the problem;
life-centered, and proceSs-centered curriculat reforrte_. However, therewas a need to re-train teachers in the content and me zhodology demanded
by the curricular reform.

The Population Educ4tionUnit (PEU) is g part of the Curriculum
Development Centre-(CDC), Department of,Curititilum an..a- Instruction Devel-
opment, MOE. Tilers is a need for the staff of PET) to co-ordinate closely
with the othtr units- of the CDC.

Co-ordination is also a must with the TPh, CUB and the Teacher
Education Department. At the moment, in-s r'vict trai=ming of- teachers in
population education is done by the PEU, CDC. flowevexc, pre-service train-
ing of) teachers in population education is a.cwke by the Teacher Education
Departent through its 36 teacher training ColVes aML1 over the country.
There is_a need for closer co-ordination betty the urriculum and
Instruction Development and the Teacher EcluCatian Department.`

It is generally recognized that to improve fo=imal population-
education programmes in Thailand, twcj things ought to be done, namely:
(i) to strengthen the 'pre-service training of teacher ro enable them to
handle population content in the new curritplutii, deveE_op multi-media ma-
terials appropriate for the new approach, undertake Tri-thodological
studies to learn what types of classroom eswertences amore most effective,
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and conduct more 'evaluative studies;.and (ii) to, make populAtioneduca-

tion aaquired course of study in teacher training :programmes, More
materia0 espeatially designed to meet__ the needs of the new curriculum
ahouldbedevelc=pped, tested, and made available to teachers.

Nonrfcrnal= -di-tcatsation

Educatic.-=Dnal administrators, resource persons and perSood in-
,

volvedinpoOulemation education have different interpretations of the
concept of poPuIllation education. Hence, the need for the following
activities: (00 orientation programmes- for policy and decision -make
and 00 trainfling programmes for government ,and private Cc'znity
workersand voice steers so that coherence and co-ordination coUldbe
effected at diffaferent levels.

There ar=e a number of government and nOn7govermment organizations
involved in non--formal population education, including the Department of
Non-Formal Educsation, MOE; .Kasetsart University' in collaboration with the
Ministry of Agrf!icultuSe and Co-operatives, the Department of-Labour,
Plannedl'arentha=Dod Association of Thailand, and the Co- operative League
of Thailand- Imrm theory, their pbpulation education programes are co-
ordinatedby th National CommiAtee on Population Education. 'Hower,

the Committee doc7,es not have an adequate full-time secretariat addoes
not greet very oten.

The Depavearrment of Non - Formal Education has many regional and pro -
vincial centres which could co-ordinate non-formal population education
at the regional., provincial and' district'levels. However..theleis the
issue, awhether= the nodal responsibility for non-formal population edu-
cationwuld be entrusted to the Departmefit of Non-Formal 5dOcation of
the MOE, Differ-==ent government and non-:government organizations are pro-
ducingtheir owcr personnel but are often reaching the save target audience.
All thishas re-.:7-5ulted in-wastage of resources.

SOCIALiSTREPUBLIC OF VIET NAM

Populeei-ion education is a new area in Viet Nam. A. poPulatinn

education projec=t has been started in both the formal and non-formal
-e*ducation.systeMrus. The project is implemented by the Ministr7ofEduca-
tion, ficollehOft=pration with the other ministries and mass orgarizations.
The maia,problemmn at the.present time is that there is no National

Steering Cott`- which will provide policy directions to the project,
as Niel a3 full time project staff who will ensure coherence amdco-
ordination and cz=o-operation between the Ministry of Education addif-
ferentainietriaes and organizations.

There no nationa population education plan, yet, although
there is a clear -71--cut.populat on policy. Viet Nam's population policy is

p-aoDulation,c trot and population redistribution, The
latter includes 7 moving people to the new economic zones and/Or tosgri-
,culturg occupat =ions .
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it can be said at present there is no coherence of formal and
nonrformal population education programmes.- There is lack ofco-
operation between ministries, agencies and organizations which are in-
volved in some_ form of population education activities and programmes
which are really mtire,concerned with family planning and birth control_
For instance; the Ministry of Health has its family planning programmes
the Ministry of Education has population education project; at the
Ministry of- CultUre there is project on 'New Culture Family'. However,
their population related programmes are neither coherent nor ca- ordinated.

.Mother 'organizational problem is that there are no co- ordinating
bodies It different levels which would carry out the task of co- ordination
and in implementing population education programmes at different levelg.
There is no horizontal and vertical co-ordinating mechanism at the moMent,
sfecifically for population education.- It is hoped to develcpstrategies
to cope with these problems in the near future.
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Chapter

COHERENCE AND CO-ORDINATION PROBLEMS
AND_INTERVENTION_STRATEGIES-

During the sharing of experiences, the participants of the Seminar
highlighted many problems and issues in the coherence and co-ordination
of formal and non-formal population: education programmes. To overcome
these problems, a variety of intervention strategies at the national le-vel Sze being implemented or Are proposed for more efficient and-effective
linkages among different formal and non-formal population education, and
between formal and non-formal population education programmes.

Every problem area was critically analysed. The strategies cur-,
rently used to overcome them were carefully examined. Whenever the par-
ticipants felt existing strategies appeared inadequate, new strategies
were suggested.

The participants of the Seminar adapted an Operational definition
of coherenceande07ordinationoherence refersto consistency__end_con7-__
tinuity of population concepts /content gradewise, subject-wise or by
educational levels. It also kefers to the consistency of-population edu-
cation messages used by different agencies involved in non-formal popula-
tion education. On the other hand, co-ordination refers to organizational
and institutional linkages such as intra- and inter- sect oral co-ordination.

This Chapter briefly pkesents thetmajor problem areas and the in-
tervention-strategies regarding the coherence of formal and non-foiNal
population.education programmes identified by the Seminar. The Chapter
is divided into: Part A - Formal Population Education; Part B - Non-
Formal Population Education; and Part Formal and. Non-Formal
Population Education-.

1. Formal o ulation education: oble- and st-ate

1.1 Interest and co men- of decision-makers

Problem areas

,While the Government,poli-
-Cytowards population education
:may be,clearly supportive, im-.
portant public functionaries
in different departments who
matter a lot in decision-making
may-not be fully committed to

IlcAELLA:ULISISE

In most countries, key of-
ficials responsible for decision
:making are given orientation to
promote their interest and com-
mitment.-: The duration., of these
orientation programmes varies
from 1 to. days..'
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Strategies for ulati n educati on

problem areas.

or interested in, the programmes
as a whole or inopart. This may
create great impediments and
difficulties for c-ordinating
the planning and implementation
of the population education
programme of the Ministry of_
Education. Development of in-
terest and commitment being a
pre-condition of success, ways .

and means need to be found to
promote interest and commitment

not only i-ithin the Ministry
of Education but also at the
inter-ministerial level .

_Proposed strategies

The frequency of such orienta-
tion programmes should be more

-and on a continuous basis in
order to renew interest and
sustain commitment.j

The duration of such programmes
should b-c kept short to ensure
participation of tqp senior of-
ficials who are usually busy.

Efforts should be-made to in-
clude senior officials from
the Finance Department in such

. programmes in order to facili-
tate timely release. of funds.

Promotionof population-educa-
tion awareness through the masa
media should be undertaken to
create public interest which
would contribute towards stimu-
lating and strengthening the
interest and commitment of
senior officials.

1.2 DA ee,of coherence and continu o ulation education con-,

at different school education

Most of the countries have
developed scope and.sequence of
population education concepts
grade-wise-and subject wise but
the horizontal as well as verti-
cal continuity and coherence of
population education concepts
gets'lost when they are inte-
grated in the courses, teacher
guides and textbooks . this

problem is due to:

a) The quantum of popula-
tion education content pro-
posed for integration-is
.so big that it is difficult
to accommodate most'of
The result is that the de-
partment responsible- for
textbook preparation sel-.
ects theconcepts.of

26 28

Existing_strategies.

In some countries the develop-
ment of minimum essential popu-
lation education content for
each subject area and each
grade level is undertgken.so
that it becomes feasible to
accommodate it in the teacher
guides and in the textbooks.
Ill's will also-erisure the in-



Problem areas

population education ac-
cording to their own cri-
teria and priorities with-
out any consideration for
keping,iphe continuity and
coherent through differ-
ent grade levels as well
as in different subjects
in the same grade.

b) In some countries
population education pro-
grammes_are not part of
Curriculum Development
Cehtres(CDC) but are
functioning_as separate
units udder the Ministry
of Education. This leads
to the problem of inte-
gration,of population edu-
cation concepts into text-
books -;cause the-respon-

cot

sibilit4 of writing and/or
printing textbooks lies
with other offices and
agencies.

Problems and inte e s ra -,gies

Existing strategies

tegration of essential con-
tent necessary to achieve the
objectives of population edu-

'cation.

b) In some countries, supplemen-
tary reading materials are
provided to reinforce the
population education content
already included in the text-
books at various levels.

Proposed strategies

It is desirable to give con-
sideration to integrating
population_education=concept
in a minimum number of- basic
subjects. This is likely to
facilitate better coherence
and articulation of population-
education content and minimize
dilution of population messages.

Existing stratega

In a. few countries, the Popn
lation Education Unit, the
Curriculum Unit and the Text-
book Unit come under .the same
department.

In-certain countries-, special
training/orientation is given,
to textbook writers called
upon to integrate population
education concepts in the
textbooks.

c) In certain other countries;
such orientation /training is
given jointly to ,curriculum
framers and textbook writers.

In one country, a task force
composed of the heads of cur i-
culum units is organized-to
-facilitate integration of popu-
lationeducation concepts into
the currienla of the 'different



for popula

Problem areas

educe

c) Even in countries
where population education
programmes are an integral
part,of CDC thereJs lack
of co-ordination between
the Population-Education
Unit and -other subject- de.-
partments. The result-is
that population education
does not get duly inte-
grated at.the time'of the
revision of textbooks.

d) ____In_some _countries,:

curriculum is framed by -

one agency such as CDC and
textbooks are written by
other agencies. In such
cases, co- ordination be-
tween the curriculum
framers and the textbook
writers is seldom achieved
to an adequate level. In
a situation where there is
no direct dialogue between
the curriculum specialist
and the textbook writer,
the latter interprets, In
hip/her own way, what is
intended to be included in
the textbooks. Consequent-
ly, the correspondence be-
mween the curriculum and
its explication in the
textbook may not be

Existing strategies

subjects in the elementary,
secondary and tertiary levels.

In some countries, the Popula-
tion Education Unit collaborates
with other departments and is re-
presented in different subject
committees.

fin_ some rountrIesv-the-PaPula7-'-----
tion Education Programme personnel
conduct training courses for the
textbook writers.

1.3 Co- ordination between pop lationeduc4ion programme of the
'schools and re-service teacher traitin institutions

Problem areas

Although population educa-,
'tion.has been introduced in

Existing strategies

For primary teachers

In certain countries, primary
education boards, etc. and the

2 0



Problem areas

schools in many countries in the
region, it still has to become a
compulsory integrated or separ-
ate course in the pre-service
teachei training institutions,=
the reason being that the bo-
dies responsible for prescrib-
ing curricula for teacher train-
ing programmes and for the
schools are different. There
is usually no co-ordination
between these bodies.

D-eAm7,7

b)

S

Existing strategies

teacher training institutes
come under the same organiz-
ational set up, thereby faci-
litating co-ordination.

In do-tint-ties-where- training-of--
primary teachers is the res-
ponsibility of the universities/
colleges (i) the Population
Education Unit Staff sit with
the Board of Specialists who
prepare the teacher-training
curriculum; (ii)'the Popula-
tion Education Unit staff.pro-
vide in-depth in-service train-
ing to teacher educators;
fittY-the-12- ation-
Unit provides teaching-learning
packages to reinforce pre-
service training in population
education; (iv) population
education is offered as an op-
tional paper/subject in tea-
cher training institutions.

For teache

9)" In so countries, the Popula-
tion Education Unit is repre-
sented in the appropriate
academic bodies of tertiary
level which are usually respon7
ble for training secondary

teachers.,

Population education is offered
as an optional paper/subject
in teacher training.institutions.

...In certain countries, represen-
tatives from the universities
participate in the Steering
Committees on Population Educa-
tion. This enables both parties
to be informed and involved in
each other's programmes and

29
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Problem areas

1.4 G a. b n-sery rainin

Proposed strategies

The Population Education Pro-
gramme Unit should prepare
training packages, self-learn-
ing modules and distance study
programmes for use by teacher-
rrainees.___This will help rein-
force the training-in popula-
tion_edUcation received by
them in the teacher training
institutes and promote cober
enee.

b) Include population - .education
-in the examination if it is'a
separate subject. On the
other hand, if it is an inte-
grated one, questions on-popu--
lation education should be in-
cluded.

Problem areas

One of the common problems
faced=by several countries with
population education programmes
is the time gap betwgen the in-
service training of teachers
and the teaching of population
education in the classroom.
ThiSsituationja caused by the
fact that curriculum/materials
development, teacher training
and classroom instruction are
not sufficiently co-ordinated.

In certain cases, teachers
are trained long before the ma-
-terials are made Available in
Schools to enable them to start
teaching. In Many2,ases, this
is also due to the fact that
since a large number of teachers
need to-be trained, it takes a.,
long time to train them all.
As a result,' those trained itL
the,beginning have to wait:for
along time before they'can

and teachin

Existing StrattEits

In certain countries, teaching-
learning materials for the pu-
pils and teachers are prepared
first and then the teachers
receive training so that they
can start teaching population
education in-the classrooms
immediately after training.-

Training programmes are decen-
`tralized-to the lower adminis-
trative levels (provincial and
district). This helpsshorten7-
the'total duration of training'
all the teachers concerned,
thereby facilitating teaching
after receiving training.

In certain countries, Self-.
Learning Modules for-the train-
ing-of teachers in addition to,
or in lieu ofi the face -to -face
training are prepared to train
large, numberfof teachers in a
short period of time. This is
-intended-to. reduewthe gap
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Problem areas Existing strategies

teach in the classrooms. This
long time-gap tends to affect
the quality of teaehing. Ano-
ther factor which also affects-
quality of teaching is related
to the short duration of train-
ing =and the-strategy-adopted-
for in-service training.

between teacher-training and
classroom teaching.

d Use, the mass-media to provide
distance training to cover a
large number of teachers;

In certain countriei;-all-or
some of the above strategies
are combined appropriately to
reach the required number of
teachers in a short time.

i.5 Co- ordination at different leve

Problem areas

Some population education
programmes suffer from the lack
of co-drdination between the
central unit and the units at
the state/provincial/district
levels., One of the reasons for
the lack of co-ordination at
various levels is that full-
time personnel are not appointed
in population education projects.
This affects the overall imple-
mentation of the prograMme both
in quantity as well as in
quality.

31

Proposed strategy

In cases where teachers are
trained in batches, provisions
should' be made for immediate
classrooth teaching by those
teachers trained earlier.

ithin the project

strategy
_

Institutional arrangements
exist to permit vertical co-
ordination at different levels
from the central to the local
levels.: The coordination and
feedback take the form of
periodic ptojectprogress re-
views. -In some eases, periodic
meetings of the central unit.
staff take place with those of
the provincial/district levels.

Proposed strategies

Training/orientationof heads/
supervisors/key personnel at
the different levels should be
strengthened.

b) Newsletters, bulletins could
be isaued providing-information
and data to strengthenco-
ordination. -
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1.6 Variation /dichotomy different types of schools

Problem areas -ExIstin- strategies

a) Government and private
schools. Population'

education programmes in
many countries -tend to ca-
ter mainly to the needs of
government schools. As a
x.psLual4the priM410 Achaas____
which in many cases form a
large proiortion of the
total number of schools,
are not covered by-a popu-
lation education programme.
In addition, in many cases,
the private schools use
different textbooks and do
not spare their teachers
to undergo training in
population education during
the academic session. This
creates variation/dichotomy
between the government and
private schools insofar as
population education is
concerned.

TOchnica jvoca tionat
schools. Whereas in

'certain countries popula-
tion education has been

32

Population education staff-
held consultation meetings
with heads of private insti-
tutes to explain and clarify
the concepts, objectives and
the role of population educa-
anIncartaIn_cases, they

also organize orientation
programmes for teachers of
such institutions and provide
them with supportive-Materials
on population-education. This
is intended to promote interest
for the introduction of popu-
lation education in their
programmes.

b) In certain cases, representa-
tives from private edudational
organizations /institutions are
invited to participate in
seminars/workshops organized
to develop materials on popu-
lationeducation. This helps
heads of private institutions
to become' aware of anciget
interested in exploring the
possibility of introducing
population education in their
educational programmes.

Proposed strategy

a Encourage the inclusion of
questions on population educar
tion in the examination so
that the students will be
obliged to study population
education and the teachers to
teach the subject.

Existing strategies

Population education staff
hold consultation meetings
with heads of vocational/
technical schools to explain



strategies

problem areas gxistin; strategies

introduced in technical
and vocational schools at
post junior high school
level, in other countries
it has not.

1,7 promotion of resea

Problem areas

Research and evaluation in
population education has not
yet been stabilized in a-number
of countries.

and clarify the concepts, ob-
jectives and the role of popu-
lation education. In certain
cases, hey also organize
orientaeion programres for
teachers from such institutions
and provide them with suppor-
tive materials on population
education. This is intended
to promote interest for the
introduction of population
education in their programmes.

In certain cases, representa-
tives from vocational/technical
institutions are invited to
participate in svinar44work-
shops organized fo develop ma-
terials on population education.
This helps the heads of these
institutions become aware of
and get interested in exploring
the possibility of intioducing
population education- in their
educational programmer.

u 'lizati

a) In most countries, not
enough research aimed at
improving, coherence of popu-
lation education programmes
appears.to have been con-
ducted:so far. This
scarcity of studies on dif-
ferent approaches to coher-
ence And-co-ordination
tends to affect systematic
efforts\to improve coher-
ence,

research' finding

prapose4 strategies

Where there are research and
evaluation units attached to
the pop_ ulation' education pro--
gramme unit, they should be
encouraged to promote research
in the area of r.oherence.
Where such sections do not
exist other-research institu-
'tions should be approached to
take Up research projects in
this area. Necessary resources
should be made available to
encourage people to take up
research in this field.

Strengthen the existing-popu-
lation education units by
making provision for suitable
personnel to undertake quell-
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Problem areas

b) In certain countries,
some7studies/researches
have been carried but.
However, their findings
tend to be not fully util-
ized. This is partly due
to the fact that much of
such studies are too aca-
demic in nature making it
impracticable to use their
findings.

c) In most countries, not
enough effort appears to.
have been made to assessel,
the degree of coherence in
terms of the consistency
and sequence of content in
different gradeand the
complementarify(of eontent

b)messages integrated in dif-
ferent'formal education.
programmes- The conduct
of such evaluation will
facilitate systematic'and
scientific improvement-of
coherence and co-ordination.

1.8 Feedback mechanism

Problem areas

In most countries; top
level co=ordination bodies like
a project advisory board, na-
tional steering commIttee
central curriculum committee,
exist to.promote,co-ordination
between the population educa-
tion programme and other
agencies/offices'within the

34

b

Proposed strategies

tative evaluation of the co-
herence of population education.

Froposedstrategits

Encourage action oriented re-
search to facilitat4 proper
use of findings.

Promote sharing of research
findings in the form of ab-
stracts so that the knowledge
in this field may be dissemi-
nated to all concerned.

proposed strategies

Encourage, within the framework
of the national population edu-
cation project-, evaluation of
coherence and assessment of co-
ordination during mid-term re-
views, Project and progress
reviews meetings;

Develop ex 'Lary eval
criteria for assessing the
degree of coherence and effec-
tiveness of co-ordination that
this may be adapted by project
authorities in evaluating _

coherence and co-ordination.

Proposed- strategies

Organize periodic meetings,to
facilitate exchange of infor-
matien and feedbaCk between
different- levels.

Develop monitoringprocedures
to obtain feedback on the
effective Implementation of
programmes-atschool level so
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Problems rion atra tegies

Frob le eas

Ministry of Education. However,
agreements reached at this top
level do not reach the lower
level professional staff who
are the direct programme im
plementors-. More importantly
feedback information from-lower
levels on effectiveness of pro-
gremme-implementationAo not
reach programme planners and
decision-makers. As a result,
coherence and co-ordination
suffer at the operational
level, thereby affecting
effective implementation.

formal ation education

Proposed strategies

as to permit improvement of
coherence of programme to
achieve its objectives.

amme- oble s and es

2.1 intee-sectoral policies_ and
population education

Problem areas

Some of the countries of
the region do not have, even
at this stage, a clear-cut
statement of population pol-
cies and objectives which

could provide direction for
action for the promotion of
population education programmes.

---A-deeper-analysis,of the devel-
opment plan within a country
shows that some of the sectoral
policy statements such as those
in agriculture, nutrition, em-'
ploymeilt, education, rural
development and population, do

-Cross referencing is
required to show mutuaL con--
gruence of pronouncements of
different policy stUtements
which-could help Achieve sectol-
ral as well as overall develop-
ment goals of a country. The
present situation results in a
lack of .inter-sectoral coherence,

. -

ective the n

Existinatrategies

Some countries have well de-
fined national populationeduca
tion policies.

35
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- Problem areas

and co-ordination for in e-
grating population education
programmes.

2.2 Promotion of interest in _and co

ro ammpr sdssisam makers and key personnel
mmitment to o ulation education

Problem areas

It is not uncommon to see
efforts being made by different
international and national or-
ganizations to undertake acti-
vities to develop interest in,
and commitment to population
education programmes among de-
cision-makers and key person-
nel at various levels. Ex-
perience shows that the required
level of interest and commit-
ment is not achieved, `in- many
cases. As a result7 the mech-
anians and institutional
linkages established to promote
co-ordination are not fully
utilized. Consequently, it
becomes difficUlt to make popu-
lation education programme an
integral part of ongoing and
new programmes of different
agencies engaged in non-formal
education and development pro-
grammes.:

b),

d)

f)

52112q2-Rstrategies

Some Member States have in-
cluded population education
in the training schedules of
government civil servants.

Special orientation courses in
population education for key
personnel -of different depart-
ments/agencieS have been Con-
ducted.

National/state recognition
for outstanding contribution
in population education has
been instituted in some
countries.

Regular meetings of specially
constituted-ligh level .national
bodiee.to ensure commitment
of key personnel have been.
organized.

Public-statements ',in support
of populatioh education by
leaders /key personnel,thrgoui
mass media and other means
have been elicited.

Inter-state/inter-province/
inter-districts study visits
by key personnel have been-
organized.

Inter-country studyiyisits by
key personnel have also been -

condutted.

Periodie-internaticinal confer-
enCes of political heads and.
parliamentarians have been
organized.,.- ,

36



Problems

2.3 Inter- ral co-ordination

Problem areas'

a) Different government,
semi-government, and volun-
tary organizations are
planning and implementing
out-of-school population
education programmes with-

a country, Jistrict and
even the village. These.
agencies have their,Own
priorities and areas of em-
phasis with'special refer-
ence to their mandates.

9

Sound-programme-planning,
iiiplementation and evalua.
tion, have not always been
evident due to the absence
of operational mechanisms
for horizontal and vertical
co-ordination of population
education programmes at
different administrative
levels and among govern-
ment, semi - government and
voluntary agencies. The
concept of-project support
communication (PSC) is not
clearly visible. As a
result, mutual sharing of
information/experience is

sous

is important is nOt'dfil y
retrieval of information
but knowledige about the'
availability of releirant
information.'; Absence of
such communication-links
causeslavoidable misunder-
standings And apprehensions.

interventi-

kcatia&-Er2LtULIL

es

In a number of countries,
inter-ministerial/inter-departmen-
tal co-ordination has been attempted
by constituting national bodies

-_such-as4---Exe cutiVe-Corrmitt tee-on
Population Education, Population
Policy Co-ordinating Committee,
Ministry of Plan Implementation,
Commission on Population, National
Family Planning Co-ordination
Board, National Population Council,
Ministry of Health and Population,
or Population Welfare Division.

b) .Absence of a central
agency, assuming basic res-
ponsibility for the pro-
gramme results in wpak-

.nesses:in,the system. This
point-is of particular

37

Pro.osed strategies

A national'populationeducation
bo should be- constituted in each
Mem State, if not already exist-
ing; with representatives of dif.,
fern agencies,-involved in,this'
progr we to co-ordinate their
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Problem areas

significance in, a pro-
grammZ like population
education which has va--
Pious inputs'-from differ-
ent sectors. While it is
true that the projects in
the 'education' sector
constitute the main stay

importance of the other
sectoral prOjects cannot-,
be' underrated. For effec-
tively co-ordinating al
the programmes So as to
Maximize mutual reinforce-
ment, one agency will have
to function as the 'focal
poinC for the programme.
The issue is whether the
education ministry/depart-
ment'should shoulder this
nodal respOnsibility. In

consultation with the apex
planning body, the nodal
agency can effectively
organize-co-ordination and
coherenCe between the par-
ticipating sectors.

2.4 Intra-sectoral coordination

Problem areas

a) Problems of co-ordi-
nation can also be intra-
sectoral. There are
countries-in which within
one sector, e.g. education,
there can be more than one
-project in population edu-
cation in operation.
Arrangements are necessary
to promote co-ordination
between/Among them.

In some countries,
population education unit

osed strategies

activities, in the context of
-national developmental goals. It

could either function as an inde-
pendent unit, with its own secre-
tariat or be located withinsn
appropriate ministry/agency de-

pending upon individual national
policies and programme framework.

Proposed strategy

Intro- organizational co-ordi
nation mechanisms are likely tq
be more .effective if there is an
appropriate and continuoustrain-
ing of diffefent unit el

in management techniques, includ-_

ing co-ordinating skills.

Proposed EtEatta

In -some countries, pnpulation
co-ordination'tommittee/departments

38
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Problem areas

is established within an
organization/mInistry.
However, population educa-
tion content is integrated
in relevant development
programmes of other units
of such organization or
ministry. In some
countries, co-operation
and co-ordination between
the population education
unit and other units are
not quite satisfactory
which adversely affects
effective implementation
of the population educa-
tion programme.

d==f

Problems and intervention sagies

Proposed strategy

having representation from
concerned units of the org_
Ave been established and foun

satisfactory to ensure population
education integration.

natioTT ho die

problem areas

a) National lervel. In
some countries, inter-
ministerial/inter-depart-
mental co-ordinating bo-
-dies areconstituted- whose
members consist of heads
and /or senior members-of,
the participating agencies,
to discuss different prob-
lems (e.g. co-ordination)
at this level. Commitments
for performing the roles
falling within their man-
dates and areas of respon-
sibility are arrived at.
Directives are issued to
-all-concerned-Within their-
organization to implement
their commitments.

Existing strategies

on

Some of the countries have or-
ganized national planning and de-
velopment meetings for out-of-
school population education. Dur-
ing these meetings the annual
population education plans are
developed and the roles of differ-
eat agencies involved in non - formal
population,education are spelled
out to ensure effective implemen-
tation, and avoiding overlapping_
of.services and of
resources.

However, high-level offi
eials who are members ofthe

.

co-ordinating body. q.nd it
difficult to attend all co-
ordinating meetings. They
delegate their responsi-.

39

In some countries, participa-
tion by voluntary agencies in co-
ordination committees t diff mt
levels has provided -e ed .

continuity of representa n-and'
expertise.

41
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Problem areas Existingtrategies

bilities of attending co-
ordination meeting to
their subordinates without
delegating the authority
to make commitments. Some-
times those deputed to
attend such co-ordinating
meetings are not very cen-
versant and/or knowledge-
able (because of frequent
changes of persons-attend-
ing the meetings) about
the programme and thus
are unable to make any
substantial contribution
in the inter-agency co-
ordinAion meetings. The
practice of delegating
-responsibility -to subordi-
nates in attending co-
ordinating meetings without
proper delegation of power
to make commitments on be-
half of their organizations
contributes to the failure
of inter-agency co-ordina-
tion efforts.

b) Local level. Experi_,
ences have also shown that
in spite of the full coM-
mitment of inter-agency.
collaboration At the
tional level, it is hard.
to adhieve inter-agency
cooperation at the middle
-and lower levels (e.g. dis-
-trict,-municipal and
village levels) because of
lack of clarity about the
roles of co-ordinating d

collaborating agencies,
well as the local le
Effective co-ordin
mechanisms at thes_
are non-existent.

Nomination of principal and
alternate representatives of
ministries/departments for parti-
cipation in co- ordination com
mittees has been tried success-
fully.

Proposed strategy

Systematic studies of the roles,
and functions of different agencies
engaged in population education,
focusing on the areas:and methodo-
logies of integration of the popu-
lation education component Within
the framework of their programmes
should be undertaken with a view
to improve, the situation.

Existing_ strate--

In certain countries, there
are village development committees,
community councils* etc. charged
with the responsibilities of co-
ordinating population education
activities at these levels. How-
ever, no systematic study has been
dohe to show how effectively inter-
departmental population education
activities- axe being coordinated
at the grass-roots levels.
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2.6 Programme co- ordination

Problem areas

lloble. d int v ti'ateg es

o amme

The goveuwents have gen-
erally formed specific bodies/-
organizations to act as co-
ordinator. However, experi-
ences have'-'ishown that some of
the co- ordinating bodies are
also programme implementing
agencies and are viewed as
direct competitors by other
programme implementing agencies.
This is clearly a case of mis-
interpretation of the roles and
functions of co-ordinating
agencies which neghte their
co-ordinating efforts.

2.7 services and

Pro osed strategies

The problem of co-ordination
arises when'the co-ordinating
agency acts as one of the im-
plementing agencies: This
problem can be easily avoided
if the co- ordinat body does
not undertake direEt programme
implementation. However,
working links between the co--
ordinating body and the imple-
menting agencies need to be
maintained.

Periodic assessment studies
should be conducted to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the
Coherence and co-ordination
mechanism in population educa-
tion at various levels.

ante =es or- resources

Problem areas

a) As described earlier,
a number of government,
semi-government and volun-
tary agencies are working
within the same geographi-
cal area. In many': In-

stances, they cover the
same target audiences such
as farmers, housewivesi
out-of-school youth, etc.
All these agencies compete
in obtaining funds for
their awn programmes with-,
out paying much attention
to-dte nature of programmes
coverage of target audiences
and services rendered by
other agencies within the
same geographic area. This
often leads to wastage of
fimited resources. Besides,,
visits by'different agencies
personnel with the same or

41

s§la-EtInaLna

In some countries, these prob-
lems have been overcome to a cer-
tain degree by forming national
co-ordinating bodies such as: .

Commission on Population, and
National Planning_Commission,
These national bodies also have
their branch offices at state,
provincial and regional leVels.

Proposed strategy

The existing co-ordinating
institution's should be further
trengthened at.all leVela and new

mechanisms evolved at other oper-
ational levels if needed. Such
mechanisms would ensure that the
is no duplication of services,
inputs and messages within a given
area and directed towards a oommon
audiende.
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problem are

similar messages have
irritated the target
audiences.

b) The resources avail-
able for population edu-
cation programmes are
limited both at the
national and international
levels. Yet the general
trend amongtheprogramme
implementing agencies is
to put up grandiose plans
(showing that,their pro-
gramme is much broader and
will cover large numbers
of out- -school audiences)
whic ill need substantial
fund In fact some of
the ag cies do have biz-
ger pro es which suc-
ceed in ge := ing the major
share of the mited funds.

However, there are
some smaller organizations,
including voluntary organ -
izations, which may have
good programme proposals
but fail to get their share
of the'limited funds avail-
able.: -- Such a situation
discourages most ofthe
small and even some of the
bigger agencies from co-
ordinating with each other,
especially in regards to
resource allodation and
programme implementation.

2.8 Mechanism to ensure wide a

inter- eectora ro rdnes on

-Problern areas

Identification of target
audiences, their problems and
needs, and the resources avail-
-able at the e,ommunity, district,

Propose4stratezy

An expert review committee
should be formulated to examine

_all funding requests for programmes
with a view to ensuring judicious
distribution and use of resources.
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at on for=4D-22AtiElnan22d based.
ulatian education

Existing etre.

Bodies composed of r presenta7
tives of relevant departments/
agencies and local leadership
have been established at the
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Problem are

province, region and national
levels, have generally been

:considered amongst the first
few steps crucial for effective
planning,- implementation and
coordination of programmes.
Efforts are made to do so but
in general it is felt that
there is hardly any effective
mechanism that ensures-parti-
cipation of the target groups__
rh-a-community and all concerned
technical departments/agencies
in the identification of the
total needs, problems and re-
sources for programme develop-
ment at all these levels. This
is a serious problem which if
not overcome will lead to con-
tinuous wastage of both human
and material resources on the
one hand, and development of
irrelevant programmes on the
other.

2.9' Co-ordination mechanis-

oblem areas

different sectors or evei some-
times different projects within
the same sector engaged imitt-
plementing'out-of-school_popula-
tion education pregrammesdesign
activities for developing their'
own training and teaching-
learning materials, use of
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interventiono aerate z=es

Existing strategies

village, municipality
district levels.

Some countries have secured
the involvement of mass based
organizations with large mem-
bership, to ensureopeopie's
participation in population
education.

Involvement of local leader-

participation in population
education programmes has
proved successful.

Pro osed strategies

It is suggested that a study
be launched on the determinants
of individual, family and com-
munity participation in non-
formal population education
programmes.

Studies should be conducted to
determine the effectiveness of
the population education com
ponent of non-formal education
prograMmes as an instrument of
knoWledgel, attitudinal and be-
havioural change. These studies
should becarriedout by an.
interdisciplinary team of re-,
searchers in collaboration
with...the decision-makers..

esource andinformation sharing:

Existingstrategies-

0 e coup --
have used inter - departmental
technical personnel to train
their field functionaries in
promoting population education.

Some countries have developed
directories of.resource per-
sonnel in population education
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S zfeg- eo fo_r- populain e a

Pr-osblem ar

media, personnel twining pro-
Stamm, and research and eva-
I-lotion studies. -mess agencies
Procure the necesey training
equipment and natal= _Leis. Addi-
tional training fe_ilities are
buiLt for' the excltive use of
clientele for their own pro-
gran:se, These agerr._-_.-zies put in
Special efforts to .ob tain ,funds
for training high J._ -evel per-

-SO-oda,- Urifortuna.dely, .there
is horny any effete -cilia mechan-
ism to co-ordinate Inter-agency
acttvities for shaL-ang meter-

equipment, tr--s.ining
feoLlities, trained manpower
and research findings which

uLd enhance the mire
tiivft ft implementation of
country's out-of-5r774-lool popula-
tions. education pro& -eammes.

irgles
and Isirkre publish inventories
of e.citting IEC fast-A-aerials for
use 13yr interest=ed departments/
agencies.

The v0 t ablishtertt -=fan exclua7
ive section on pQp lation-
educerton either f*:-In the ongoing
or in the propose information
centre /population Tearing
houska would promo inter-
agene)r exchange o information
and I:materials .

The net ring up of .911 inter-
agen)r/dntvdis clpTz? binary team
of experts ineinclang the re-
pres vrit atives of FR, egramme

beneTiciaries ,feP qt56eloping
low cow -t and apPfozzolmtinte
teactliTig learning Anaterials on
populatden,educatin for res-
pectUe target aticktences will
be bO,Pful.'

2,10 Incortlation messages

Problem a

A review of efferent _out-
chool populatio2= education
eular content shows that

meisages releasd, by dif-
rt agencies to south and

adult population va=-y greatly
terns Of their ez=phasis and

apptcaeh. For instrace, some
Totgalizations adopt a slogan

---empkasizing,the_nuralr=_er of chil-
drert a family shout have - a
case indoctrinat'on. ,Other
agencies stress the need for
teztting a balance between -the

s1.z of the family the
res()Iutees available so as to
maintain a minim:ay esirable
leVe1of quality of life for
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In a few countries-1.1 this is
overcome by dovelopio a common

understai3tcangOotit pirtrruolotion
education_ Concepts arprirg,all the
agencies. Supportive ozud compli-
mentary niessagea reach -v the ultimate
target audiences tbrOV4lith all, the
populatica education.szaftencies
working ion the eut,of
sector. _--ttingtaetiare on- re-
ooneepto4112ation of p-vc:i.pulation
education With the co ve partici-
pation of eagencies 4-, engaged in
out-of-sOool popnlati-...4n education
activities hoe been n-.;lik-ied in some
countrieft to avereolme t hia problem.
Orientation in populeton education
to personnel engaged i materials



Problem

Problem areas

the individual, family and the
community. Such inconsist-
encies are found in situations
where there is lack of Clarity
about the concept of population
education itself, Some organ-
izations view population edu-.
cation as strictly birth con-
trol (`family planning) whereas
others see it as an educational
process to enable the learner
to make rational decision
about population matters so as
to achieve and maintain a
minimum desirable level of
quality of life.

and non-form

and es

IC11:1111guSgR,0!

development for the at .o( -sch -400f

sector* has been succt5%Wy
attempted in some cokirtzks

Some countries by davelved
audience-specific sthsq:AZed
messages to be used tay $11ager-71cies
interested in the pr404,kof
population education..

Prorsed s

The identificatiOrs lacop

and sequence of aoartg, armmd
teaching methodoloft of poppou-
lation education .ea antral
part of various dwfvlopmen

programmes would begOluimuize
the inconsistenc1,0 'Mho_
messages and help OtBdthe

- required learning meta of
target audiences.

Desighing ssuitabl% itgihanis-i=n
feedback .on perA0tima

education programrtek;odd
help to facilitat 1,4mnoema.
Such as mechanism VUlfaci:IBLI-
tate the developtAA at an

- acceptable concepk POopul-
tion:education.lenaikotto
rational decision-1 M.

ation education

3.1 Unclear policy statements

Problem areas
ElsianacatElsVite

Co-ordination problems
-arise where a population policy
is not clearly stated and/or
where its relation to other
sectoral policies'(education,
health, agriculture, etc.) -is
not clearly articulated. This
results in a lack of a common
fraMework necessary for the
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In some countries, etpqaat-
socio-economic plans iluolOsem---
tor-=al policies which ifticon
easier to,link education Apthdower
sectoral policies with ppopdetiamma
policy as all are direeitt
common national develoko0031.1ms.
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a. for popula,- education

Problem areas

differqnt st-ctors/organiza.tionsi,
ministries concerned to define
the specific objectives of
population education in their
respective programmes - Conse-
quently, the objectives of
different programmes tend not
to be coherent in content and
approach/method. (See 3.6
detalls'of content and
approach.)

3.2 Interest commitment to popul

Problem a

It is a common e3cperienee
that a certain degree of
interest and commitment among
the various decision-makers
and key personnel Is, -necessary
for achieving a satisfactory
level of implementation in
population' education program

When the required level of
interest and commitmen.t is lack=
ing coherence and co-ordination,
problems arise. Lack of the
required degree of commiitment
in any one prograinme/eetor or
at any one level is snfficient
to create problems for' co-
ordination.

3.3 Co-ordinati

Problem areas

Existing strategies

See strategies under section
1.1 and 2.2.

different levels -

a) -Sometimes, coordination-
is- arranged at the higher
level but not at other
levels, such as the grass-
roots level. It Is often
easy for senior officials
of ministries or central
offices to agree to co-
ordinate population
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anal to lace

Existing strategies_

At the community -level, lee
leaders and teachers create an
autonomous co-ordinating bocliy.
Co-ordination is encouraged at all
levels of the organizational__
structure.

In some countries of tl1 regi
co-ordination is achieved at.:: the
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Problem areas

education,ativities.
However, co---ordination at
lower levels5s, particularly
between'teac=hers and field
workers at t=he operational
levels (i.e. classrooms/
communities) is often in-
adequate. (=:See also
section 1.8 )

b) Furthermmecre, when staff
members are insufficient
in number arrVor profession-
ally and tecThnically un-
qualified.c..4o-ordination
tends to be =ineffective.

c) Inedequalme information
flow from cer=atral to local
leveland-vic==e-versa con-
cerning effectiveness of
proiiamme implementation
in schools ar=id the attain-
ment of Intermded objec-
tives is likrly to affedt
efforts at iimproving co-
herence and co-ordination.

3.4 Inter - at2L1 l.inkafe5

Problem areas

a) Population education
in the formaL_ school system
10 by-and-larz4ge planned',
and_implemenCUmed-by-the
Ministry of Emaducationt
while non-fovmmnal popUlation
education is.ften handled
by a number o ministries
(education, aEgriculture,:
social segvicc=s/welfare,
labour, heal t1=2; etc) and
voluntary orgemnizations. ,
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inter r ztn stra

Existing strategies

lod:al level through mutual consul-
tation among teachers and field-
workers of other developmental
programmes' and a sharing of common
facilities.

TX2R2aE4!att&E

Co-ordination could be enhanced
if co-ordinating bodies are ade-
quately staffed by highly qualified
professionals.

Proposed strategy

The publication,and dissemi-
nation of newslettersi bulletins,
annotated and abstract biblio-
graphies in population education
could contribute towards enhancing
the coherence and co-ordination of
population education_ programmes.

Prt-PSa4----EZE4rate

A commission. on pop_ ulation (or
its equivalent),at the national
level may take the lead in do
ordinating formal and non-formal
population education. Creation
of a national committee on popu-
lation education has also been
tried in a few countries.

4)
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Strategies for population educa- n

Problem areas

The absence of and/or under-
-inisterial institutional
arrangements for co-ordi-
nation tends to create
problems of co-ordination
and coherence. (See also
section 2.3.)

Pronosed strat.ftgies

b) Co-ordination between /gee strategies under 2.3(b)7
formal and non-formal
population education -is
mad more complicated by
difficulties of communi-
cation, lack/inadequate
understanding of content,
major focus and aucliences
of the different"pro-

- grammes; and bureaucratic
territorial concerns of
the Ministry of Education
vis-a-vis other ministries
and organizations.

3.5 Competition for financial resour

Problem areas

Most often, funding for
formal and non-formal population
programmes-comes-from:the same
source. This tends to create
competition for limited finan-
cial resources which may affect
co-ordination between formal
and non-formal sectors. (See

also section,2.7.)

es

Existing_ariA roposed strategies

(See strategies under 2.7)

3 .6_ Cc21.ementa4ty In content arid approaches

Problem areas

a) In some countries, the
content and approaches of
formal and non-formal
population education are

. not complementary. In

!xisting strategies

In some countries, population
education in the formal school
Aystem includes some elements of
family planning, while population
education in:non-formal education



Ftvoble

Problem areas

some Countries, formal
population education tends
to lay emphasis on popula-
tion and quality of life,
while non-formal popula-
tion stresses among other
things, family welfare
and family planning.

Likewise,,formal popu-
lation education tends to
use a non-prescriptive
approach, while non-formal
tends to use a prescriptive
approach. Very often when
content and approatheb are
not clearly viewed as com
plementary, what is learned
by the young in school

-------tenda-notto-be-reinforced
in the homes. (See also
section 2.10.)

b) Although the training
of teachers in population
education is the responsi-
bility of the Ministry of
Education,in some
countries'tenchers are
also trained by other
government and non-govern-
ment agencies, emphasizing
their respective content
and approaches. The re-
sult is that the teachers
may be confused about the
very concept of population`
education and about_the_

and .nterventi©n stra_gies

Existing_strategies

often goes beyond family planning.

Some countries have developed
a core of standard messages around
which population materials, train-
ing programmes,and communication/
motivation activities revolved for
consistency. (See strategies
under section 2.10.)

Existing strntfgies

In many countries, the train-
ing of teachers in Population

.edudation is the responsibility
of the Ministry of Education.

content-and-approaches in
teadhing the subject.

\3.7 Exchange of information nnd_materials

problem areas

a) Personnel whether in-
volved in formal or non-
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Existing strategy

A continuing Aeries of national
planning and development meetings

5



St] population education

Problem areas

formal population educa-
tion, are often too pre-
occupied with their own
activities to learn about
what other organizations
ate doing. Lack of ex-
change of information and
materials affects co-
ordination between formai
and non-formal population
education. (See also
sections 1.8 and 2.10.)

b) In some countries, re-
searches on the substan-
tive and methodological
aspects of population
education are being under
taken. However, the
findings of such researches
tend not to be fully uti-
lized by the concerned
projects/programmes/
sectors partly due to the
absence' of co-ordination
among them.

Summary statement

IM211aa211.1ait

as a mechanism for exchange of i
formation (and subsequently ma-
terials and expertise) among the
non-formal population education
has been triediin some countries.

I'rop9sed strategies

/see strategies under section
1.7(b)7

The participants, resource persons, and observers of the Regional
Seminar wish to,emphasizedthat the problems identified and briefly des
cribed in this Report are real problems encountered in countries of the
region. They are of the view-that the sharing of experiences-in-the
Seminar enabled them to look more critically and analytAally at coherence
and -co- ordination problems, as well as the alternative intervention
strategies to deal with such problems.

It is hoped that the Seminar has paved the way for-more efficient
7dnd7effective-strategies-for the-coherence and co-ordination among formal
and,non-formal population education programmes; and between formal and
non-formal population education programmes in countries of the region.
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Chapter Three

Y OF RECOMIDATIONS

ThE= recommendations of the Regional Seminar are presented here
summammry;,the full text and supporting reasons are fourid in the
Nat sozactiohs in Chapter Two.

fZecLendat==lons for Member States

It Is recommended that the Member States:

Should have a well defined national population education
policy; and

b) In their national development plans should reflect the
linkages between formal and non-formal population educa-
tion in all Electoral programmes with, ducationHas one of
the components.

Promote and sustain interest in and commitment to population.
education programmes among planners, decision-makers, admin-
strators and other-key personnel at all levels.

) Take measures to promote coherence within and between
the formal and non-formal population education programmes
at all levels by establishing suitable -co-ordinatioh
mechanisms to ensure effective programme implementation;.
and

Include in such mechanism, a national'co-Ordinating body
composed of representatives of different agencies involved
in this programme. It could either function as an inde-
pendent unit with its own secretariat, or be located
within an appropriate ministry/agency depending upon na,
tional policies and_programme framework.-

4 Ensure that qualified fal-time personnel. a signed. to the
populatiOn education cells/units atthe national, provincial
andjkal leve.ls to promote coherenCeand co-ordination.

5. katablish appropriate institutional linkages at all levels to
prOttite hOriiontal ifidW4IC-al-Coharence of population 'educe-
tion content, curricula, m_thods,.: materials and personnel
training activities.

Take measures to-involve an Anterage7cy/interdisciplinary
team of experts including the\representatives-of programme

Theneficaries for developing low cost and appropriate teaching
-==learning.materials on populati'n education for respective --
-target audiences.
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Strategies for population education

"Develop population information and documentation centres/
clearing houses with a special section on population
education.

Intensify efforts to undertake re a ch and evaluation in
order to promote coherence.

Recommend= Unesco

recommended that Unesdo:

'Provide assistancWin promoting interest in and commitment
to population education programmes among` officials holding
top level decision-making positions by strengthening orien-
tation programmes organized at regional and national levels.

2 Develop prototype evaluative criteria for assessing the
level of coherence and co-ordinationeachieved within and
between the formal and non-formal population education
programmes..

Help develop an inter-country network system for national
population education information and documentation sections/
clearing houses.

Develop- publish and disseminate a document_ containing popu-
lafion I6olicies of countries in the, region, with reflections,
if Assible, on the coherence and co-ordination of formal
and non -fog m,1 population education.
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Annex I

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Afghanistan Mr. Akbar Kargany
(Democratic Member
Republic of) General, Agency for Literacy Campaign

Ministry of Education
Kabul

Bangladesh Mr. Md. Abdul Mannan
(People's Exdbutive Director
Republic of) PopUlation Education Programme

Ministry of Education
House No 62, Road No.,7/A(New)
Dhanniondi Residential Area
Dhaka-9

China (People's
Republic of)

- India (Republic
of)

Mt. Altaf Hossain
-:Editor cum Translator
IEM Unit
population Control Unit
Ministry of Health and Population Control
Dhaka

Miss Wu Luping
Peoples Educational Press
Mnistry of Education
Beijing

Miss Liu Yan
Peoples Educational Press
Ministry of Education
Beijing

Mr. S.K. Tuteja
Director
Directorate of Adult Education
34 Community Centre
Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar
New4Delhi-110057

Dr. S.K. Saini
Reader, Population Education Unit
National Council of Educational Research

and Training
Sri Aurohindo Marg
New Delhi-110016
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India (Republic
of)

Indonesia
(Republic of)

Malaysia

Nepal (Kingdom
of)

Mrs. B. Chandra Bai
Director
State Educational Evaluation Unit
Department of State Educational Research

and Training
B.P. Wadia Road
Basavanagudi
Bangalore-560 004

Mr. Sukotjo Hardiosarwono
Director
National Population Education Project
Ministry of Education and Culture
BP3K, Jalan Jenderal Sudirman
Senayan, Tomei pos 279' KBY
Jakarta

Mr. Darlis Djosan
Staff
Directorate General of Non-Formal Education,
Youth and Sports

Jalan Keramat Rya 114
Jakarta-Pusat

Mr. Abdul Rahman bin Shariff
National Family Planning Board
P.O. Box 416
Jalan Bukit Bintang
Bangunan Yayasan-Selangor
Kuala LuMpur.

Miss Taksiah Si-om5iah bte. Mohd. Shahar
Curriculum Officer
Population Education Unit
Curriculum Development Centre
Ministry of Education
Pesiaran Duta
Kuala Lumpur 11-04

Mr. Ramesh Prashad Guatam
District Edutation Officer
Makwanpur District

Mr. Chhahi Raj Pant -9 .

District Education Officer
Jajarkot District

Pakistan (Islamic Mrs. Rukhsana Ramidi
Republic of) Subject Specialist (Education)

Education Cell, Directorate of Training
Population Division-
10-D, Al-Hilal Society,
OppoSite Sahzi Mandl., Karachi
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Philippines
(Republic of
the)

Republic of Korea

Sri Lanka
(Democratic
Socialist
Republic of)

Thailand (Kingdom
of)

Socialist
Republic of
Viet Nam

Mrs. Rosa C. Mendoza
Chief, Educational Researcher
Population Education Programme
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports
Arroceros Street
Manila

Miss Dong Eun Park
Director
Information and Publication Division
Planned Parenthood Federation of Korea
C.p.O. Box 3360
Seoul

Mr. Yongcbu Kim
Instructor of Education
Ulsan Institute of Technology
Ulsan, Kyong*am Province

Mr. W.M.D.I. Wijeyamanne
Assistant Commissioner Labour
Department of Labour
Colombo

Mr. Pramodya Chaiyakit
Deputy Director-General
Department of Curriculum and Instruction

Development
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

Mr. Boonsotn Navanukroh
Head, Curriculum and Textbooks Development

Section
Non-Fotmal Education Development Division
Non-Formal Education Department
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

Mr. Ta Phong Chau
Director
Educational Sdience and Culture
Information Service
Project Co-ordinator of National Population

Education Programme
Ministry of Education
Hanoi

Mr. Nguyen Huu Mao
Secretary of National Commission
Population Education

Ministry
Hanoi

Education
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Observers

S. Sathyam
Joint Secretary
Ministry of Education and Culture,
'C' Wing, Shastri Bhavan
New Delhi-110001
India

Dr. M.A. Bhatti
JointEducational Adviser
Ministry of Education
Islamabad
Pakistan

Dr. Kowit Voraptpatana
Director-General
Department of Non-Formal Education
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

.Dr. Imam S. Mochny
Health Education Specialist
WHO
World Health House
New Delhi-110002
India

Mrs. Leelavathi Ghandrasekhar
President
Family Planning Association of India (--AI)
'Bangalore Branch
Sal Krupa, 65 Railway Parallel Road
Kumarapak West
Bangalore - 560020

dia

V. R. Lakshmi
Population Educat7 dfficer
Family Planning Aociation of India
Bangalore Branch
Sai Krupa, 65 Railway Parallel Road
Kumarapak West
Bangalore-560020
India

AI)

Dr. Rani Kandhaawami
Professor and Head
Population Education Cell
State Council of Educational Research and
Training

D.P.I. Compound
College Road, Nungambakham
Madras-600006 Tamil Nadu
India
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Regional Adviser on Population Education
Unesco ROSAP, Bangkok

Dr. Ansar Ali Khan
Specialist in Population Education in Out-of-
School and Adult Education

.Unesco ROE , Bangkok
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Specialist in Curriculum Development in
Population Education
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Education
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Annex II

MESSAGE
from Mr. Raja Roy Singh

Assistant Director - General
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific

Ladies and gentlemen:

It is an honour and a privilege for me to extend on behalf of
Unesco a most cordial welcome to the distinguished participants from
Afghanistan,j3angladesh, People's Republic of China, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka,
Thailand and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam.

I also wish to avail of this opportunity to render'thanks to the
Government of India, in particular, the Ministry of Education, and NCERT,
for acting as host, and for their invaluable co-operation both in the
organization and substantive preparation of the Seminar. We are also
grateful to our sister organizations of the United Nations family parti-
cularly United Nations Development:Programme (LTNDP) and United Nations
Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA). Indeed, this Seminar would not
have been possible without the financial support provided by, UNFPA.

More and more population education is gaining recognition as one
intervention strategies for development in the face of reelpopulation
problems in the countries, particularly in Asia. Formal and non-formal
population education are now operational programmes in many countries in.
the region. However, coherence and co-ordination of such_programmesereL_
-yet to be fully-achieved: for this reason, a Unesco Regional Consultative
Seminar in Population Education recommended that this year's Seminar
address these problems and Issues.

I trust that the discussions of these issues and problems, as
well as the proposed strategies to overcome these will prOvIde practical
guidance to those who are responsible tor:developing and implementing
population education programmes. I wish the Seminar success.
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Annex III

ADDRESS
'by Dr. Leonardo de la Cruz

Regional Adviser on Population Education

Ladies and gentlemen:

It has been predicted that world population will level off by
the year 2110 at about 10.5 billion. The continuing drop. in the world's
birth rate has given population trend experts much optimism in the realiz-ation of such prediction. That would, of course, mean that by the year
2110 the world's population would be more than doubled, and the propOr-
tion of people in Asia and the Pacific would increase to about 60 per centfrom the present 56 per cent

In 1981, UN Population experts predicted that South Asia will
almost triple its population of 1,400 before stabilizing-at about. 4,100
million. In East Asia, the addition will only be about 500 million to
the current 1,185 million largely because of dramatic slow down in
China's birth rate as well as those in Japan and South Korea.

The UN experts said that "nearly ninetenths of the projected
10.5 billion people will be living in developing countries. The poorest
regions of the world - Africa and South Asia - will account for more than
60 per cent of the world's people. Meanwhile, the industrialized world's
share of the world population will see a drop of today's 24 per cent to
about 13 per cent".*

Increased pbpulation in the developing countries of Asia, will
further add to the vast number of,people who will have to face the reality,
of dwindling resources and shortage of social services,.and the adVerse,
effects on quality of life.

h_ _
the _Studies 4a e shown that the decline in birth rates is 14nked to

a variety of factors, including improved education, better emplbyment
opportunities for both men and women and in general to rising living
standards - all of which are _related to people's rationalization'of their
family size and the ,quest for better life.

This seminar, will of course concert itself only with education,
specifically population education in the formal and non-formal education
sectors, as these relate to.thepopulation policies of the Member States

*Population Institute, "International Dateline" UN Plaza, New York.
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State ioa for population education

represented in this Seminar. If, in fact, population education is to be
aneffective contribution of the education sector in solving ponulation-
related problems, all the formal and non-forOal education programmes
implemented by governmental, non-governmental, and voluntary organizations
have to be well co-ordinated. We, of course, know that in many countries
this is not the case. Formal population education programmes are often
not coherent at different levels of the education system. Non-formal
education, which is implemented by different government, non-government
and voluntary organizations is invariably-faced by co- ordination prpblems.
'Furthermore, formal and non-formal population education are often not
viewed as complementary in .content and approach. These are only some of
the problems which render population education a quite inefficient and

ineffective input into the multi-sectoral efforts of solving population-
related problems.

I trust that the very distinguish participants in this meeting
will be able to discuss the multi -faced dimensions,of the problems, and
issues attendant to the co-ordination of formal and non-formal population
education programmes, as most, if not all of you are practitioners
actually experiencing co-ordination problems. E.F. Schumacher, the
author of &Pan ia,Beautifia usecLto say "an ounce of practice is worth

a ton of theory". More important it is hoped that innovative strategies
for more efficient and effective linkages among different formal and non-
formal population education programmes; and between formal and non-formal

population education programmes could be arrived at in this Seminar.

Lastly, my colleagues, Dr. Ansel- All Khan and Mr. L. Shivelingappa
will be at your service in this Seminar.,
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CLOSING ADDRESS
by Dr. T.N. Dhar, Director

Nat al Council of Educational Research and Training
New Delhi

Valedictory addresse3 are difficult to give. Unlike inaugural
speeches, where one begins, so to say, from a clean slate and suggests
issues for consideration, valedictory speeches have no distinct role.
And if one has not been a part of the entire process of deliberations,
the task becomes much more difficult. It is, therefore, possible that
what I say here will appear to be repetition transversing the same ground
that you-would have more ably covered. I seek your indulgence. After
all, it is not always that one gets an opportunity to address a dis-
tinguished gatheringlike this.

The relationship between population and a nation's quality of
life seems obvious and too simple to require any elaborate explanation.
After all, given,a loaf of bread, the share that each can get would be
larger for two than for five. Similarly, with fewer numbers whose needs
are to be met, per capita availability of health care, housing and edu-
cational facilities would be larger. Of course, this assumes an equitable
distribution of economic and social power and also that such facilities
are not specially concentrated.

While on he face of it the relationship is obvious, it is not
always apparent:fos many. The larger the number of persons in a houses
hold, argue some, the greater'the reservoir of productive energy, -In
farm families, every hand counts and contributes. Even in urban areas,
in certain sections, every member of the family becomes, sooner or later,
an earning individual, augmenting the meagre resources of the 'family.
And for some, political base is determined by the number of followers
and. ympathisers.

It is no doubt true that in many families, every individual
male and female-- contributes to the family's resources. Howver, the
question is of timing. When does one become fully productive? Families
have. to wait for the potential earning power to become manifest. Till
such time, the family has to,invest to prevent infant mortality. It has
to utilize resources for meeting the immediate needs of the growing
child. Society has to create educational, health care and housing
facilities. The larger the number the greater the magnitude of invest
ments. What is more important to realize, particularly in the context,
of the conditions in developing countries, that for want of sufficient
resources, even these facilities canbe piovided on sub-standard levels.
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It is also important to realize that pregnancy prevents. at
least for substantially long periods, participation in productive work
leading to loss of earnings. The more such pregnancies, the more is the
loss of woman-days, and the greater the investment in health care. They
also have serious implications for the physical and mental health of the
mother.

Children become economic assets only when they survive, grow and
learn skills that production processes need. With inadequate per capita
investments - which larger numbers result in - the chances of everyone's
survival, growing up and learning productive skills are adversely
affected. To be able to provide the infrastructure and the facilities
that will guarantee survival and skills formation, it is the present
which is important. And the more adequate the investments today, the
more would be the returns tomorrow. It is in this sense that limitation
of numbers, allowing larger per capita resources inputs becomes important.
And it is this relationship that one needs to understand and appreciate.

That education plays an important role in planning the size of
the family has been demonstrated time and again. The level of education
attained by women becomes particularly important. A recent study made
by B.N. Sarkar of the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, indicates
that educated women, in general, have lower family size. The study
states; 'The illustrations quoted confirm the sample survey finding that
educated women, in general, have lower family size. Family size de-
creases with advancement of education of women from Class V onwards.
Number of live births have been found to be two only when education of
women is raised to Class X'. The study provides important data in res-
pect of Kerala which has the highest female literacy and female partici-

pation rates in education. Commenting on the situation in the /Kerala7
State, the study states; 'The State not only showed fertility reduction
but also showed improvement of economic status of the rural population.
This has been- possible due to edueational growth among Kerala women
leading to a high level of family planning acceptance by Kerala couples'.

There have been,-and proba)ly are, apprehensions about population
education programme. These apprehensions are partly sociological in na-

ture. They also have political connotations. It is, however, heartening

to note that the resistance to the programte is weakening.' There is,now,'

by and large, a general acceptance of the programme and its important for

improving the quality of life. Any contrary development would have been-

surprising. By and large, men and women are reasonable. Given the proper
approach they see the relationship and adopt practices with which they may

not initially be familiar.

The content of populatioir education and methodology of communi-
cating information have been iseues on'which considerable debate-has

taken place. Should populatidn'education also contain information on
contraception? .Should it be in the form of a separate discipline or
interwoven with different subjects? These are issues on which people
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can take opposite stands. Such opposing stands indicate that people are
interested as such in the programme although they may differ on themodalities of implementation.

It seems that basically the question is that of timing the de-livery of information. At certain stages of development, children maynot see the rationale for certain kinds of information. As they grow, -and become mature, they are ready to receive information and perceiveits applicational aspects.

There can be no finality about either content or approach. Thereare cultural variations. These are particularly noticeable in countries
where diversities exist in life styles, thought patterns and modes ofbehaviour. Depending upon the context in which one operates - socio-economic and educational - there have to be variations in both contentand approach. Certain social groups accept new ideas and incorporate
them in their practices readily. Others wait till the utility of ideashas been effectively demonstrated. Social groups have adaptive mechanismsfor accepting and incorporating change. Traditions of most cultures pro-vide sufficient scope for acceptance of new ideas and modalities. Whatis important is to find out these mechanisms and processes so that new
practices can be presented in traditional forms.

To communicate information in acceptable forms is the task ofeducation. Innovative techniques of presenting content on the population-
quality of life relationship require to be thought of.

India's project on population education presents an approach and
an experience which we think is worth sharing. Similarly, the experiences
that you have presented are significant and beneficial. This sharing of
experiences is what matters. They enable us to look more-critically andanalytically on our approaches. They give us ideas on doing things in.ways other than we have been used to.Inthissense,mutual exchange_of_
eXperiendea-ie-educative: It enhances learning. Increments in learning
are as important as are the growing numbers which is the concern of theproject.

Population education aims basically at making people aware that
unchecked growth-of population has serious implications for the pros-.
parity of a,nation, that it results in the pollution'and degradation of
environment and that it adversely affects the quality of life. This
awareness, one expects'as one does in respect of all educational activity,
/1-esults7 in behaviour modification enabling people to make wiser choices
about the size of families. It also helps an-individual to relate-him-self to the larger collectivity% the-well-being of which depends upon
the'choices that, individuals and individual families Make.

In ou'r Country, textual and other materials have been developed.
Substantial effort has been made to incorporate population- related ma-
terials in the syllabi of the formal education system. A large number-

.
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of personnel who have been entrusted with the delivery of messages and

information have also been given training. Given the large numbers that
have to be reached - a consequence of unchecked growth of population
these efforts have to continue' nd on a much larger scale. It needs to

be recognized that the formal system does not cater to the educational

needs of every child. In developing countries, a large number of children
remain outside the reach of the formal system, by either not joining it

or dropping out of it quite early. The battle of population education
has, therefore, to be fought at many frosts - the formal, the non-formal

and the informal.

From the point of view of population education, non-formal educa-

tion would seem to be more significant. Non-formal education caters to

the needs OT those who are, relatively speaking, grown up and more mature.

In many cases, they have already assumed the responsibilities and rules

of adulthood. Information provided to them can be used by them immedi-

ately in.making decisions. In this sense, population education inputs
in non-formal education are likely to lead to more immediate returns.
Unlike non-formal education, the formal system is easy to organize.

There is the whole tradition and experience. Formal education has a

well-defined structure and pre-determined tasks. Teachers know what

they have to do, and students, with few exceptions, are aware of what

is expected of them. A prescribed syllabus has to be covered and text-

books are already there to guide the activities of the teacher and the

student.

Non-formal'education, on the oth hand, is unstructured with

no well-defined and predetermined tasks. The student body - if it may

be called so is not homogeneous. It shows large variations in age,

in levels of maturity, in educational attainments and in expectations.

There is no set syllabus. Those who are expected to organize it have

no ready-made solutions. Experience is limited.

The desirability of establishing coherence and linkage between

,formal and non formal education can be justified on many grounds.

Firstly, whether formal or non-formal, objectives of education, including
population education, cannot be different. Both aim at providing know..7

ledge and skills and inculcating attitudes which are essential for a
useful, socially conscious and productive citizen.

There is also the insistence that entry points of the formal

system should be open and flexible. Only then would It be possible for

a non-formal education product to join the system. Such an entry' can be

facilitated only when there is a broad equivalence in the level of edu-

cational attainment reached by students enrolled in the two forms. The

experience of organizing non-formal education, although limited, has

positively indicated that attainment of an equivalent level of education

on the part of the student of the non-formal education centre is possible

in a substantial way. Given this assumption and experience, it would be
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important to ensure that there is convergence between what one does in
formal education and what one learns at the non-forMal education centre.

The objectives of population education provide coherence and
linkage.betWeen formal and non --formal education. As l have stated
earlier, the main purpose of pOpulation education is to generate an
understanding of the relationship that exists between population growth
and quality of life. While methodologies and materials\may differ, in
the light of the ,lharacteristicP\and expectations of thA target groups
the basic objectives would have to remain similar in both systems.

It would be easier to devevlop a coherence between the two, if one
could lay down - as precisely as possible - the "competenc_s that popu-
lation education is expected to develop. These competenci could then
be translated into specific knowledge, skill and attitudin components.
Whether foe formal or non-formal, specific curricular and co-curricular
activities\could be deSigned for developing these Competen4:es.: That
materials would in both cases have tO\be developed in relatibn to the
life situations of the students needs \no emphasis.

is

of the __ _ __ _

The Other aspect of coherence would be the instructional method-
ology. To be\effective, population education has to be taught non-
formally or shall we say informally. The purpose is to help the target
groups to see the relationship rather than that of giving a certain
quantum of infOrmation. Children must be helped to analyse and\synthe-

\

size. Solving of problems faced in everyday life would provide the most
effective methodology for population education. All communities face
,problems, of food, clothing and shelter, of congestion and of MhInutrition.
These problems are, to a large degree, the consequence of larger popular'
tiOns in relationto the availability of resources. Children - yOunger
in the formal school and older in the non - formal education centre are
aware of these problems. What they need to know is how manipulatibn of
one variable - popUlation - can help in solving them. Such instructional "

strategies as groupVdiscussion, study-tours,,demonstration, supervised
learning, role playing, fiIms,-use of newspapers, etc. would be common
to both. Whether they teach in schools or are posted to the non-forMal
education centres teachers have similar teaching styles. In deaing\with
materials on populationeducation, it would seem necessary that orienr
tation training given\to them is:of.a standardized formpo that they cans
with ease, handle these materials in a formal clasp or an-formal eduCa-
tion setting. Similarly the training of teachers in population education
would be another point of convergente, Or coherence - between formal and=
non-formal education.

\
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1. Inaugural session.

Annex V

AG A

Election of officers.

Sharing of experiences on the coherence of formal and
non-formal population education.

4 Problems/issues encountered _d+strategies used for
linking different formalan non - formal population
education programmes, and between fortal and non-formal
population education programmes.

Innovative strategies for more efficient and effective
linkages a:thong different formal and non-formal popula
tion education programmes; and between-formal end non-
formal population education programmes.

Consideration and adoption of the report.
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ANNOTATED AGENDA

1. Inaugural session

2. Election of officers of the Seminar

The meeting will elect a Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen and a
Rapporteur. The Secretariat of the meeting will be provided by the
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific.

3. Sha inr, of ex e iences in the coherence cf formal and non-formal
.pspulation education

The participants will present their country papers for dis-
cussion highlighting the following points:

a) A brief account of the population situation and
characteristics.

The role of populatiomeducation in the realizat4on of the
population policy andAr national deVelopment goals.

Experiences in the coherence and linkages of various formal
and nonformal population education programmes and between
formal and - non - formal- population education programmes, taking
into consideration objectives, content and methodology,
organizational structure, target, groups, personnel and other'
material resources.

Problems /issues encountered and strategies used for linking
Various formal and non-formal population education programmes
and between formal and non-formal population education pro-
grammes including description Of means to overcome those
problems; and innovative designs to strategieb to enhance
more efficient and effective linkages of various formal and
non-formal population education programmes, as well as between
formal and non-formal population education programmes.

4 Problems/issues encountered and strategies used for different
formal and non- formal ulation education o a es- and between
formal and non-formal o ulation education programmes

It is expected that many problems/issues encountered and strategies
used will emerge from the country reports. The problems/issues and strat-
egies that conqern most of. the countries represented in the Seminar will
be discussed and analyzed, with the aim in view of-proposing alternative
solutions for consideration at the national level.
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Strategies Tor population education

Innovative strategies for more efficient and effective linkages among
different formal and non-formal population education programmes; and
between formal and non-formal o ulation education ammes

Bearing in mind the problems and issues discussed and analysed
in No. 4, strategies and innovative action programmes will be developed
by two working groups, aimed at strengthening the coherence and linkages
of various formal and non-formal population education programmes and
between formal and non-f =mal population education programmes. The end-
in-view of this exercise to to further enhance the contribution of popu-
lation education programmes to the realization of the population policy
and/or national development goals of the countries concerned.

6. Consideration and adoption of the report

The deliberations of the Seminar will be embodied in a report
which will be considered under this agenda item.
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